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Crossover from low-temperature to high-temperature fluctuations.
I. Thermodynamic Casimir forces of isotropic systems
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(Dated: 17 August 2017)
We study the crossover from low-temperature to high-temperature fluctuations including crit-
ical fluctuations in confined isotropic O(n)-symmetric systems on the basis of a finite-size
renormalization-group approach at fixed dimension d introduced previously [V. Dohm, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 110, 107207 (2013)]. Our theory is formulated within the ϕ4 lattice model in a d-dimensional
block geometry with periodic boundary conditions. In contrast to the ε = 4 − d expansion, the
fixed-d finite-size approach keeps the exponential form of the order-parameter distribution function
unexpanded. We derive the finite-size scaling functions F ex and X of the excess free energy density
and of the thermodynamic Casimir force, respectively, for 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞, 2 < d < 4. Applications are
given for Ld−1‖ × L slab geometries with a finite aspect ratio ρ = L/L‖ as well as for the film limit
ρ→ 0 at fixed L. For n = 1 and ρ = 0 the low-temperature limits of F ex and X vanish whereas they
are finite for n ≥ 2 and ρ = 0 due to the effect of the Goldstone modes. For n = 1 and ρ > 0 we find
a finite low-temperature limit of F ex which deviates from that of the the Ising model. We attribute
this deviation to the nonuniversal difference between the ϕ4 model with continuous variables ϕ and
the Ising model with discrete spin variables s = ±1. For n ≥ 2 and ρ > 0, a logarithmic divergence
of F ex in the low-temperature limit is predicted, in excellent agreement with Monte Carlo (MC)
data for the d = 3 XY model. For 2 ≤ n ≤ ∞ and 0 ≤ ρ < ρ0 = 0.8567 the Goldstone modes
generate a negative (attractive) low-temperature Casimir force that vanishes for ρ = ρ0 and becomes
positive (repulsive) for ρ > ρ0. At Tc and for 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞ it vanishes for ρ = 1, d = 3. For ρ ≪ 1
and d = 3 a minimum of X is found at Tmin . Tc for n = 1, 2, 3 that is shifted to Tmin > Tc for
ρ & 1/2. An exact description is given for the crossover from a d dimensional transition to a d − 1
dimensional transition in the large-n limit for d > 3. Our predictions are compared with MC data
for Ising (n = 1), XY (n = 2), and Heisenberg (n = 3) models from far below to far above Tc in
slab geometries with 0.01 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. Good overall agreement is found. In the subsequent paper [V.
Dohm, Phys. Rev. E ...] our theory is extended to weakly anisotropic systems.
PACS numbers: 05.70.Jk, 64.60.an, 11.10.-z
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Macroscopic forces arise from microscopic fluctuations in
confined systems if the fluctuations have long-range cor-
relations, i.e., if the r-dependent correlation functions
have a slow power-law decay rather than a fast expo-
nential decay at large distances r in space. The most
prominent example for such fluctuation-induced macro-
scopic forces is the Casimir force [1, 2] which is generated
by vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field, i.e.,
the quantum field of massless photons, confined between
two neutral metallic plates. Analogous phenomena exist
in various confined condensed matter systems at finite
temperatures [3, 4] where classical thermal fluctuations
rather than quantum fluctuations have long-range cor-
relations which then generate so called thermodynamic
Casimir forces.
Among the systems with long-range correlations we con-
sider two important examples which result from two fun-
damentally different sources: (i) from long-range classical
fluctuations due to massless ”Goldstone modes” [5, 6]
and (ii) from long-range critical fluctuations at a finite
critical temperature Tc [7]. Both types of fluctuations
exist in O(n)-symmetric systems undergoing a second-
order phase transition which is governed by the thermo-
dynamic fluctuations of an n-component order parame-
ter. (For bulk theories on systems with Goldstone modes
near Tc see, e.g., [8–11]). Examples of confined O(n)-
symmetric systems where both types of thermodynamic
Casimir forces have been found or predicted to exist are
superfluids (n = 2) [12, 13], superconductors (n = 2) [14],
XY magnets (n = 2) [15–18], isotropic Heisenberg mag-
nets (n = 3) [15], spherical model systems with n = ∞
[19–25] as well as O(n)-symmetric ϕ4 models with n ≥ 2
[26–30].
(i) In the low-temperature phase of such systems with
n > 1, the continuous symmetry (e.g. rotational sym-
metry of isotropic magnets) is spontaneously broken and
transverse fluctuations of the finite order parameter ex-
ist, in addition to the longitudinal fluctuations occurring
also in n = 1 systems. The transverse fluctuations (e.g.
rotations of fixed-length spin variables) have a vanish-
ing restoring force in the long-wavelength limit and at
vanishing external field h. In infinite bulk systems, this
implies the existence of transverse massless Goldstone
modes in wave-vector space and a power-law decay of
the correlation functions in real space which cause in-
finite transverse and longitudinal susceptibilities for all
temperatures T < Tc. Likewise, in the presence of a
confining geometry of size L, this implies a power-law
dependence ∝ 1/Lx (rather than exponential L depen-
dence) for finite-size effects on thermodynamic quantities
well below Tc [31]. In particular, a finite thermodynamic
Casimir force ∝ 1/L3 in a 4He film of thickness L ob-
served far below the superfluid transition [12] as well as
2the low-temperature tails ∝ 1/L3 of Monte Carlo (MC)
data for the Casimir forces of XY and Heisenberg models
in a three-dimensional slab geometry [15–18] have been
attributed to Goldstone modes [13, 15, 17, 29, 32].
(ii) As the bulk critical temperature Tc is approached,
long-range critical correlations occur for 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞ due
to the divergence of the bulk correlation length [7] which
implies massless critical modes of the bulk system right
at Tc. In a confining d-dimensional geometry of size L
this leads to a critical Casimir force ∝ 1/Ld at bulk Tc
[4, 12–30, 32–39]. This includes also systems with a one-
component order parameter such as ordinary fluids [33],
binary fluid mixtures [35], and Ising-like magnets [36, 37].
Casimir forces FCas depend significantly on the boundary
conditions (BC) and the geometry. In this work the fo-
cus is on the case of periodic BC in d-dimensional geome-
tries with 2 < d < 4 of some characteristic size L. We
confine ourselves to systems with isotropic short-range
interactions where, in the absence of noncubic lattice
anisotropies [21, 40, 41], a unique second-moment bulk
correlation length ξ+ above Tc can be defined, with the
asymptotic critical behavior
ξ+(t) = ξ0+t
−ν , t = (T − Tc)/Tc. (1.1)
The Casimir force FCas = −∂[Lf
ex]/∂L can be derived
from the excess free energy density (divided by kBT )
f ex = f − fb where f and fb are the free energy densities
of the confined system and the bulk system, respectively.
For large L and small |t|, the finite-size scaling form
FCas(t, L) = L
−d X(x˜), (1.2)
x˜ = t(L/ξ0+)
1/ν , (1.3)
can be inferred from the hypothesis of two-scale-factor
universality [42, 43] for the singular part of f which
implies that, for a given geometry, the scaling function
X(x˜) is universal within the subclass of isotropic systems
[21, 40, 41] of a given (d, n) bulk universality class.
For the case of isotropic systems in an ∞d−1 × L film
geometry with periodic BC and for finite n, the struc-
ture of (1.2) has been confirmed and analytic results have
been derived that separately describe either (i) the ampli-
tude X(−∞) in the Goldstone-dominated regime deeply
in the low-temperature phase for n = 2 [17, 44] or (ii)
the scaling function X(x˜) above bulk criticality for n ≥ 1
[26, 28, 45]. An open problem remained, however, with
regard to the crossover from X(−∞) to X(0) in the re-
gion T ≤ Tc where the scaling function X(x˜) displays a
characteristic minimum as detected by MC simulations
for n = 1, 2, 3 [15, 17, 18, 37] for periodic BC. This lack
of theoretical knowledge is related to the notorious dif-
ficulty of treating Goldstone modes in confined systems
near Tc which, for finite n, has been overcome only in a
few cases (see, e.g., [46]). For periodic BC, complete re-
sults for X including the crossover between X(−∞) and
X(0) have been derived for the spherical model and in
the large-n limit for a d = 3 film geometry [19, 23].
The results of [26, 28, 45] agreed well with the MC data
well above Tc but their scaling functions X(x˜) contained
artificial cusp-like singularities at Tc for general n ≥ 1
(see Figs. 2-4 and 8) [47]. This is due to the basic dif-
ficulty of describing the O(n)-symmetric systems in an
∞d−1 × L film geometry in d dimensions. The problem
is the existence of a film transition at a separate criti-
cal temperature 0 < Tcf(L) < Tc for n = 1, d > 2, for
n = 2, d ≥ 3, and for n > 2, d > 3 where the critical
behavior is that of a (d − 1)-dimensional bulk system.
A satisfactory analytic theory capturing the dimensional
crossover from a d dimensional transition at Tc to a d−1
dimensional transition at Tcf has not been developed so
far, except for the case of the Gaussian model [45]. In
Sec. VI of this paper we present an exact description of
this dimensional crossover in the large-n limit for d > 3.
The established theory of bulk critical phenomena [7] im-
plies that, at the film transition for d = 3, a logarithmi-
cally divergent slope of X(x˜) should occur for n = 1 [37],
an essential singularity for n = 2 [17], and no film transi-
tion at all for n > 2 at a finite temperature. These weak
singularities for n = 1, 2 were not detected in MC sim-
ulations [17, 18, 37, 48] which were carried out in finite
L2‖ × L slab geometries with an aspect ratio ρ = L/L‖
where ρ = 1/6 [17], ρ = 1/8, 1/16 [37], and ρ = 0.01
[18]. The MC data demonstrate that the ρ-dependence
of the Casimir force is quite weak for ρ≪ 1 which leads
to the expectation that the shape of X is not significantly
changed when the film limit ρ→ 0 is taken.
The conclusion is that the problem of dimensional
crossover in an idealized ∞2 × L film geometry, though
being an interesting theoretical topic in its own right, is
not of primary relevance to the goal of explaining the
shape of the scaling function X observed in MC simu-
lations and real systems where the film singularities of
X are not detectable. This conclusion was exploited in
previous theoretical work for n = 1 [22, 23] and more
recently for general n ≥ 1 [29] where the problems of an
infinite film geometry were circumvented by considering a
Ld−1‖ ×L slab geometry. The basic advantage of this finite
geometry is the absence of both Goldstone and critical
singularities at finite temperatures and the existence of
a discrete mode spectrum with a dominant lowest mode
that is amenable to a simultaneous analytic treatment of
the low-temperature and the critical regions.
Ordinary perturbation theory for finite systems in the
sense of an expansion around bulk mean-field theory (see
App. B) fails because of unphysical divergencies aris-
ing from the isolated lowest (k=0) mode at bulk Tc for
n ≥ 1 and from the massless Goldstone modes at the co-
existence line below Tc for n > 1. A concept of separating
the lowest mode from the higher modes was formulated
within the framework of the 4 − ε expansion for the ϕ4
theory [49, 50] and within the 2 + ε expansion for the
nonlinear σ model [49]. This method was further devel-
oped [22, 23, 40, 51] for n = 1 within the framework
of the minimal renormalization at fixed dimension d [52],
without an ε expansion, and quantitative agreement with
accurate MC data of the d = 3 Ising model was found
[51, 53]. One of the advantages of the fixed-d theory for
finite systems is that it keeps the exponential form of the
3order-parameter distribution function unexpanded. This
ensures that as much (perturbative) information as pos-
sible is taken into account whereas an expansion of this
exponential form and a subsequent truncation (as is done
in the ε expansions) implies a partial and uncontrolled
loss of information. This may lead to less reliable results
as shown for the case n = 1 [40, 51].
An unresolved issue remained for n = 1 with regard
to the low-temperature behavior of f ex in a slab ge-
ometry within the lowest-mode separation approach of
[23, 40]. It was noted in [54] that the result of [40] dis-
agreed with the exact analytic low-temperature result
f ex ≈ −V −1 ln 2 [55] for the Ising model of volume V .
The latter result could be reproduced within the ϕ4 the-
ory by a one-loop expansion for n = 1 [23, 54] around
the two separate peaks of the order-parameter distribu-
tion function far below Tc. This result also agreed with
earlier MC data of the d = 3 Ising model for ρ = 1 [56].
Subsequent MC data for 1/16 ≤ ρ ≤ 8 [37] agreed with
the analytic low-temperature prediction [55] but so far no
comparison has been made between these MC data [37]
and the theory of [23, 54] in the low-temperature region.
More recently, the lowest-mode separation approach was
extended to the general case n ≥ 1 such that it was possi-
ble to treat simultaneously the critical and the Goldstone
modes within a finite-size renormalization-group (RG) ϕ4
theory at fixed d [29]. Unlike the ε expansion, this ap-
proach is not based on a strict expansion in powers of
the four-point coupling. A formula was presented for the
scaling function of f ex describing the crossover in a slab
geometry for an arbitrary aspect ratio ρ > 0 in 2 < d < 4
dimensions for general n in the entire temperature range
from far below to far above Tc including the critical and
the Goldstone-dominated regions.
It is the purpose of this paper to present a detailed ex-
position of the RG approach of [29] for the general case
of a d-dimensional L1 ×L2 · · · ×Ld block geometry with
Ld ≡ L and the aspect ratios
ρα = L/Lα, α = 1, 2, ..., d− 1, ρd ≡ 1, (1.4)
and to further analyze the results. This includes applica-
tions to slab geometry (ρα = L/L‖ = ρ, α = 1, 2, ..., d−1)
and a comparison with MC data [15, 17, 18, 37, 57] and
with previous analytic work [14, 23, 26–28, 38]. A sum-
mary of our main results is given below.
(a) Two-scale-factor universality for confined systems
[42]. In the context of finite-size scaling, this hypothesis
is expressed by the asymptotic (large L, small t) scaling
form for the singular part of the free energy density
fs(t, {Lα}) = L
−d F (C1tL
1/ν, {ρα}), (1.5)
with the universal scaling function F for given BC. With
the choice C1 = ξ
−1/ν
0+ , the structure of our result (5.7)
for fs for isotropic systems derived in this paper is in
agreement with this hypothesis. The resulting scaling
function X(x˜, {ρα}) of isotropic systems describes the
crossover from far below to far above Tc for 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞,
2 < d < 4. It is not valid for weakly anisotropic systems
as shown in [58] (subsequent paper).
(b) Minimum of the Casimir force scaling function.
Quantitative predictions of the scaling function X(x˜, ρ)
in slab geometry are made for n = 1, 2, 3 and d = 3 from
far below to far above Tc. For ρ≪ 1 a minimum is found
at Tmin slightly below Tc that is shifted to Tmin > Tc for
ρ & 1/2. In Figs. 2-4 and 7 our predictions are com-
pared with MC data for Ising (n = 1) [37], XY (n = 2)
[17, 18], and Heisenberg (n = 3) [15] models in slab ge-
ometries with 0.01 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. Good agreement for small ρ
is found for n = 1, 2.
(c) Low-temperature behavior for n > 1. The effect of the
Goldstone modes at low-temperatures in slab geometry is
analyzed. For d = 3, n > 1, and ρ < ρ0 = 0.8567 our the-
ory yields a finite negative (attractive) low-temperature
Casimir force that vanishes for ρ = ρ0 and becomes pos-
itive (repulsive) for ρ > ρ0. This value of ρ0 is exact for
n = ∞ but the independence of ρ0 on n for finite n is
attributed to the approximations of our theory. A log-
arithmic divergence of the scaling function F ex(x˜, ρ) of
f ex for x˜ → −∞, ρ > 0, n > 1 is predicted, in excellent
agreement with MC data [57] for the XY model (Fig. 3).
(d) Low-temperature behavior for n = 1. The low-
temperature amplitude F ex(−∞, ρ) for ρ > 0, (5.17),
is finite, in contrast to the vanishing low-temperature
limit of F ex for film geometry for n = 1 [see issue (f)
below]. While X(x˜, ρ) agrees reasonably well with MC
data [37] of the d = 3 Ising model for ρ . 1/2 (Fig.
2), there exist systematic differences of F ex(−∞, ρ) with
these data and with an exact analytic prediction [54, 55]
for the Ising model for T → 0 (Fig. 2). We do not
attribute this deviation to a shortcoming of our approxi-
mation but rather to the nonuniversal difference between
the ϕ4 model with ”soft-spin” variables ϕ and the Ising
model with fixed-length spin variables s = ±1. MC stud-
ies of F ex for the d = 3 ϕ4 model [59] rather than for the
d = 3 Ising model are desirable for resolving this issue.
Our result for X(x˜, ρ) and F ex(x˜, ρ) constitutes an im-
provement over that of [23] well below Tc (see Fig. 11).
(e) ρ dependence at bulk Tc. An analytic expression is
given in Sec. V. E for the monotonic ρ-dependence of
F ex(0, ρ) and X(0, ρ) at Tc for n ≥ 1. For n = 1 good
agreement with MC data [37] is found (Fig. 7). Our
result for X(0, ρ) vanishes for ρ = 1, d = 3, in agreement
with the proof of [37]. This proof does not apply to the
Gaussian model (see Fig. 7 (b) and App. A) and not to
weakly anisotropic systems [58].
(f) Film geometry ρ → 0. In the film limit (Sec. V. F),
our finite-size theory correctly reproduces one-loop per-
turbation theory for film geometry at fixed d above and
below Tc [58]. At Tc, a deterioration of the quality of
our theory is expected [29] since the separation between
the lowest mode and the higher modes goes to zero for
ρ → 0. Indeed, if our result (5.7) derived for ρ > 0
is extrapolated to ρ → 0, an artificial cusp at bulk Tc
occurs similar to that of previous approximate theories
[14, 26, 28, 45] for film geometry (Fig. 8). Well above
4Tc, the reasonable agreement with the d = 3 MC data
for n = 1, 2 is remarkable in view of the fact that the
computational effort in obtaining our fixed-d RG result
is considerably smaller than that for deriving the higher-
order ε expansion results [26, 28]. The main achievements
of our theory in film geometry are the scaling functions
F ex(x˜, 0) and X(x˜, 0) for general n below Tc which are in
good agreement with d = 3 MC data for n = 1 [37] and
n = 2 [18] well away from Tc (Fig. 8). While the low-
temperature amplitudes F ex(−∞, 0) and X(−∞, 0) for
n = 1 vanish, they are finite for n ≥ 2 and, apart from a
factor (n− 1)/n, identical with the Gaussian critical am-
plitudes (A.4) and (A.6) in film geometry, as anticipated
for d = 3 in Eq. (25) of [17].
(g) Bulk limit. Our finite-size RG theory correctly re-
produces bulk RG theory at fixed d above and below Tc.
The universal bulk amplitude ratios implied by (5.7) for
n = 1, 2, 3 and d = 3 are in good agreement with estab-
lished numerical results [60], as shown in Sec. V. B.
(h) Large-n limit. In Sec. V. G we test the quality of our
approximate result for X(x˜, ρ) by comparison with the
exact result in the large-n limit [23]. We find that the
large-n limit of our approximate low-temperature ampli-
tude X(−∞, ρ)/(n − 1) agrees with the exact result for
n → ∞ (Figs. 5 and 10). Reasonable agreement is also
found at Tc up to ρ ∼ O(1) (Fig. 9) and away from Tc
for small 0 < ρ ≪ 1 (Fig. 10) but the agreement de-
teriorates for ρ & 1/2 well away from Tc. In Sec. VI,
an exact description is given for the crossover from a d
dimensional transition at Tc to a d−1 dimensional transi-
tion at a shifted film transition temperature Tcf(L) < Tc
in the large-n limit for 3 < d < 4, with a universal am-
plitude (6.18) of the finite fractional shift, in agreement
with two-scale-factor universality.
(i) Other finite-size scaling functions. Our result for the
finite-size scaling function of fs is derived from an or-
der parameter distribution function ∝ exp[−Heff(Φ2)],
(4.11) and (4.50), with an exponential form whose expo-
nent can be interpreted as an effective Hamiltonian. As
shown in [51] for the case n = 1, the same distribution
function determines the finite-size scaling functions of the
susceptibility, the specific heat, the order parameter, and
the Binder cumulant. Thus these scaling functions can
be calculated for general n above and below Tc parallel
to the calculation of fs presented in this paper.
II. ϕ4 MODEL AND BASIC DEFINITIONS
We start from the ϕ4 lattice Hamiltonian divided by kBT
H = a˜d
[ N∑
i=1
(r0
2
ϕ
2
i + u0(ϕ
2
i )
2 − h ·ϕi
)
+
N∑
i,j=1
Ki,j
2
(ϕi −ϕj)
2
]
, (2.1)
r0(T ) = r0c + a0t, t = (T − Tc)/Tc, with a0 > 0,
u0 > 0 where Tc is the bulk critical temperature. The
variables ϕi ≡ ϕ(xi) are n-component vectors on N lat-
tice points xi of a d-dimensional simple-cubic lattice with
lattice constant a˜ and with periodic BC. The couplings
Ki,j = Kj,i ≡ K(xi − xj) and the temperature variable
r0(T ) have the dimension of a˜
−2 whereas the variables
ϕi have the dimension of a˜
(2−d)/2 such that H is dimen-
sionless. The critical value r0(Tc) = r0c depends on all
couplings Ki,j . The components ϕ
(κ)
i , κ = 1, 2, . . . , n
of ϕi vary in the continuous range −∞ ≤ ϕ
(κ)
i ≤ ∞.
In the bulk limit (and for an appropriate class of cou-
plings Ki,j to be specified below), this model undergoes
a second-order phase transition in d dimensions at a fi-
nite Tc at h = 0 for n = 1, d > 1, for n = 2, d ≥ 2, and
for n > 2, d > 2. For n = 2, d = 2, this is a Kosterlitz-
Thouless transition at a temperature TKT > 0. No fi-
nite Tc exists for n > 2, d ≤ 2. We assume the rect-
angular block geometry defined in Sec. I with a volume
V =
∏d
α=1 Lα = Na˜
d. Applications to a slab geometry
with finite 0 < ρ . O(1) and to an infinite film geometry
(ρ → 0) with finite L will be given. Our general re-
sults also contain the case of cylinder geometry (ρ ≫ 1)
which was treated in [23]. This case will not be further
discussed in this paper. As far as critical phenomena
are concerned, the ”soft-spin” model (2.1) for n = 1, 2, 3
belongs to the same bulk universality classes as the fixed-
length spin models of the Ising, XY, and Heisenberg type.
This does not imply, however, that these models have the
same finite-size behavior at low temperatures far from Tc.
The homogeneous ordering field h breaks the O(n) sym-
metry of H . This field is coupled to the spatial average
Φ = N−1
N∑
i=1
ϕi (2.2)
of the variablesϕi. The n-component variableΦ plays an
important role in our theory in that it represents the am-
plitude of the lowest (homogeneous) mode. The direction
of Φ defines a fluctuating reference axis in ϕ space with
respect to which the longitudinal and transverse parts of
the fluctuating amplitudes σj of the higher-modes will
be defined in Sec. IV. The variable Φ has components
both parallel and perpendicular to the external field h.
This is in contrast to the statistical average
M ≡ 〈ϕj〉 =
[∏N
i=1
∫
dnϕi
]
ϕj exp (−H)[∏N
i=1
∫
dnϕi
]
exp (−H)
= 〈Φ〉 (2.3)
the orientation of which is parallel to the fixed orientation
of h. Because of the homogeneity of h and the periodic
BC, 〈ϕj〉 is independent of the position xj . The dimen-
sionless partition function and Gibbs free energy per unit
volume divided by kBT are
Z(t, h, {Lα}) =
[ N∏
i=1
∫
dnϕi
a˜n(2−d)/2
]
exp (−H) , (2.4)
f(t, h, {Lα}) = −V
−1 lnZ(t, h, {Lα}), (2.5)
5where h is the amplitude of the external field h = h eh,
with a n-component unit vector eh. The quantity (2.3) is
identical withM = −∂f/∂h. The bulk Gibbs free energy
density, the order parameterMb =Mb eh, the excess free
energy density, and the Casimir force per unit area in the
dth (vertical) direction are defined as
fb(t, h) = lim
{Lα}→∞
f(t, h, {Lα}), (2.6)
Mb(t, h) = −∂fb(t, h)/∂h, (2.7)
fex(t, h, {Lα}) = f(t, h, {Lα})− fb(t, h), (2.8)
FCas(t, h, {Lα}) = −∂[Lf
ex(t, h, {Lα})]/∂L (2.9)
where the derivative is taken at fixed L1, L2, ..., Ld−1. A
simplification of our model (2.1) is the assumption of a
rigid lattice representing a system with a vanishing com-
pressibility. The same assumption is made in models on
which previous MC simulations of the Casimir force are
based. Fluctuation-induced forces should exist also in
solids with a finite compressibility [23].
For small |t|, fb(t, h) can be uniquely decomposed into
singular and nonsingular parts
fb(t, h) = fb,s(t, h) + fb,ns(t). (2.10)
For large Lα/a˜ and small |t|, a corresponding assumption
is made [43] for
f(t, h, {Lα}) = fs(t, h, {Lα}) + fns(t, {Lα}) (2.11)
fex(t, h, {Lα}) = f
ex
s (t, h, {Lα}) + f
ex
ns (t, {Lα}) (2.12)
where fns(t, {Lα}) and f
ex
ns (t, {Lα}) are regular functions
of t and where fns(t, {Lα}) remains regular in the bulk
limit, fns(t, {Lα}) → fb,ns(t), whereas fs(t, h, {Lα}) →
fb,s(t, h) becomes singular in this limit. Following [42]
we assume that, for periodic BC, fns is independent of
Lα and h and is equal to the regular bulk part fb,ns(t) of
fb(t) which implies f
ex
ns = 0. This appears to be valid for
the ϕ4 theory with finite-range interactions Ki,j (but not
with long-range correlations [40]) and is consistent with
our results in Sec. IV. The critical behavior of FCas can
then be calculated as FCas = −∂[Lf
ex
s (t, h, {Lα})]/∂L.
In terms of the Fourier components ϕˆ(k) =
a˜d
∑N
j=1 e
−ik·xjϕj the Hamiltonian reads
H = V −1
∑
k
1
2
[r0 + δK̂(k)]ϕˆ(k) · ϕˆ(−k))− h · ϕˆ(0)
+
u0
V 3
∑
kpq
[ϕˆ(k) · ϕˆ(p)][ϕˆ(q) · ϕˆ(−k− p− q)] (2.13)
with K̂(k) = N−1
∑N
i,j=1Ki,je
−ik·(xi−xj), δK̂(k) =
2[K̂(0) − K̂(k)]. The summations
∑
k run over N dis-
crete vectors k ≡ (k1, k2, . . . , kd) of the first Brillouin
zone of the reciprocal lattice including k = 0 with
ϕˆ(0) = a˜d
∑N
j=1 ϕj = VΦ. We assume finite-range inter-
actions Ki,j where K̂(0) = N
−1
∑N
i,j=1Ki,j has a finite
limit for N →∞. In this paper we consider systems with
an isotropic interaction at O(k2),
δK̂(k) = c0k
2 + O(kαkβkγkδ) (2.14)
with the standard choice c0 = 1. (A constant 0 < c0 6= 1
can be eliminated by a simple transformation.) The bulk
order-parameter correlation function and the second-
moment bulk correlation length at h = 0 above Tc are
defined as
Gb(xi − xj, t) = lim
V→∞
< ϕi · ϕj >, (2.15)
ξ+(t) =
(
1
2d
∑
x x
2 Gb(x, t)∑
x Gb(x, t)
)1/2
(2.16)
with the asymptotic critical behavior (1.1). The ampli-
tude ξ0+ will be needed as a reference length in the renor-
malized theory. The assumption of isotropy at O(k2) is
a significant restriction of the theory as shown in [58].
The goal of the subsequent sections is to derive the uni-
versal finite-size scaling forms
fs(t, 0, {Lα}) = L
−d F (x˜, {ρα}), (2.17)
FCas(t, 0, {Lα}) = L
−d X(x˜, {ρα}), (2.18)
with the scaling argument (1.3). The bulk part F±b (x˜)
of F (x˜, {ρα}) is obtained in the limit of large |x˜| as
Ldfs(t, 0, {Lα})→ F
±
b (x˜) with
F±b (x˜) =
{
Q1x˜
dν for T > Tc ,
(A−/A+)Q1 | x˜ |
dν for T < Tc
(2.19)
whereQ1 and the specific-heat ratioA
−/A+ are universal
quantities [43]. This implies
fexs (t, {Lα}) = L
−dF ex(x˜, {ρα}), (2.20)
F ex(x˜, {ρα}) = F (x˜, {ρα})− F
±
b (x˜), (2.21)
X(x˜, {ρα}) = (d− 1)F
ex(x˜, {ρα})
−
x˜
ν
∂F ex(x˜, {ρα})
∂x˜
−
d−1∑
β=1
ρβ
∂F ex(x˜, {ρα})
∂ρβ
. (2.22)
III. BULK CRITICAL BEHAVIOR
The purpose of this section is to determine the bulk Gibbs
free energy density fb, to define the RG framework that
will be employed in the finite-size calculations, and to
discuss two-scale-factor universality.
A. Unrenormalized bulk free energy density
In one-loop order, the unrenormalized perturbation ex-
pression of the bulk Helmholtz free energy density is
gb(t,Mb) = (1/2)r0M
2
b + u0M
4
b − [n/(2a˜
d)] ln(2pi)
+(1/2)Î(r˜0L) + [(n− 1)/2]Î(r˜0T) +O(u0) (3.1)
with the longitudinal and transverse parameters
r˜0L = r0 + 12u0M
2
b , (3.2a)
r˜0T = r0 + 4u0M
2
b . (3.2b)
6The bulk integral
Î(r) =
∫
k
ln{[r + δK̂(k)]a˜2}, (3.3)∫
k
≡
d∏
α=1
∫ pi/a˜
−pi/a˜
dkα
2pi
, (3.4)
has finite lattice cutoffs ±pi/a˜ for each kα. It can be
decomposed as
Î(r) = Î1 + Î2(r) + Î3(r), (3.5a)
Î1 =
∫
k
ln[δK̂(k)a˜2], (3.5b)
Î2(r) = r
∫
k
[δK̂(k)]−1, (3.5c)
Î3(r) =
∫
k
[
ln
(
1 +
r
δK̂(k)
)
−
r
δK̂(k)
]
. (3.5d)
Unlike (3.5b) and (3.5c), the last integral is finite for
a˜ → 0, 2 < d < 4. For 0 ≤ ra˜2 ≪ 1, 2 < d < 4 it is
evaluated for the isotropic interaction (2.14) as
Î3(r) = −2Ad r
d/2/ (d ε), (3.6)
apart from additive corrections that vanish for ra˜2 → 0+.
The geometric factor Ad is [52]
Ad = Γ(3− d/2) [2
d−2pid/2(d− 2)]−1. (3.7)
The integral (3.6) describes the unrenormalized bulk crit-
ical behavior for r = r˜0L → 0 and the non-analytic (but
non-divergent) behavior due to the Goldstone modes for
r = r˜0T → 0. We need to decompose gb, (3.1), into
nonsingular and singular parts which are expressed as
functions of r0 − r0c rather than r0 where r0c ∼ O(u0)
is the critical value of r0. In order to identify r0c we
consider the contribution
1
2
r0M
2
b +
1
2
Î2(r˜0L) +
n− 1
2
Î2(r˜0T) =
n
2
r0
∫
k
[δK̂(k)]−1
+
1
2
{
r0 + 4(n+ 2)u0
∫
k
[δK̂(k)]−1
}
M2b (3.8)
where the term ∝ M2b can be written as
1
2 (r0 − r0c)M
2
b .
The quantity
r0c = −4(n+ 2)u0
∫
k
[δK̂(k)]−1 (3.9)
is identical with the critical value of r0 up to O(u0) at
which the inverse bulk susceptibility χ−1b [52, 61] vanishes
as r0 − r0c → 0+ for h = 0. In the spirit of perturbation
theory up to O(1), it is justified to replace the arguments
r˜0L and r˜0T of the integrals Î in (3.1) by
r0L = r0 − r0c + 12u0M
2
b , (3.10a)
r0T = r0 − r0c + 4u0M
2
b . (3.10b)
As a consequence, gb(t,Mb) can be expressed entirely in
terms of r0 − r0c as
gb(t,Mb) = g
(1)
b,ns(t) + gb,s(t,Mb) (3.11)
with the nonsingular bulk part
g
(1)
b,ns(t) = (n/2)
{
− a˜−d ln(2pi) +
∫
k
ln{[δK̂(k)]a˜2}
+ (r0 − r0c)
∫
k
[δK̂(k)]−1
}
+O(u0), (3.12)
and the singular bulk part for isotropic interactions
gb,s(t,Mb) = (1/2)(r0 − r0c)M
2
b + u0M
4
b
−[Ad/( d ε)]
[
r
d/2
0L + (n− 1)r
d/2
0T
]
+O(u0) . (3.13)
The nonanalytic dependence of gb,s on r0T through r
d/2
0T
leads to divergencies in the derivatives of the free energy
arising from the Goldstone modes for r0T → 0 [9–11].
In deriving the unrenormalized Gibbs free energy density
fb(t, h) = gb(t,Mb)− hMb (3.14)
we need Mb as a function of t and h. For h = 0 above
Tc we have Mb(t, 0) = 0 and r0L = r0T = r0 − r0c which
yields the n - dependent singular bulk part for r0−r0c > 0
fb,s(t, 0) = −nAd (r0 − r0c)
d/2/ (d ε) +O(u0), (3.15)
up to corrections that vanish for (r0 − r0c)a˜
2 → 0+. For
h 6= 0, Mb is determined via the bulk equation of state
h = ∂gb(t,Mb)/∂Mb . (3.16)
From (3.2), (3.13), and (3.16) we obtain for h 6= 0
M2b =
[
− (r0 − r0c) + χ
−1
T
]
/(4u0)
+(Ad/ε)
[
3r
(d−2)/2
0L + (n− 1)r
(d−2)/2
0T
]
+O(u0) (3.17)
which implicitly determinesMb(t, h). The dependence of
M2b on h enters only via the transverse bulk susceptibility
χT = Mb/h. Equations (3.2), (3.13), and (3.17) lead to
fb(t, h) = f
(1)
b,ns(t) + fb,s(t, h) (3.18)
with the nonsingular bulk part f
(1)
b,ns(t) ≡ g
(1)
b,ns(t) and
with the singular bulk part for h 6= 0
fb,s(t, h) = −hMb +
[
χ−2T − (r0 − r0c)
2
]
/(16u0)
+χ−1T Ad
[
3r
(d−2)/2
0L + (n− 1)r
(d−2)/2
0T
]
/(2 ε)
−Ad
[
r
d/2
0L + (n− 1)r
d/2
0T
]
/(d ε) +O(u0). (3.19)
We have presented here the leading dependence on χ−1T
in order to demonstrate that there are no divergencies
due to Goldstone modes for the bulk free energy below
Tc for h → 0 corresponding to χ
−1
T → 0, in which limit
(3.19) yields the finite result for r0 − r0c < 0
fb,s(t, 0) = −[−2(r0 − r0c)]
2/(64u0)
−Ad [−2(r0 − r0c)]
d/2/(d ε) +O(u0), (3.20)
apart from corrections that vanish for (r0− r0c)a˜
2 → 0−.
The absence of Goldstone singularities is expected on
general grounds [62] for O(n)-symmetric quantities (such
as free energy, square of the order parameter, specific
7heat) in contrast to the true physical divergencies of the
transverse and longitudinal susceptibilities for h→ 0 [9].
Spurious singularities at intermediate stages of pertur-
bation theory for the Gibbs free energy below Tc are
known to appear at higher order which, however, have
been shown to cancel among themselves [9–11].
As expected, the unrenormalized expressions given in
Eqs. (3.15) - (3.20) do not yet correctly describe the
leading bulk power laws of critical behavior. These short-
comings will be removed by turning to the renormal-
ized theory. Within unrenormalized perturbation theory,
fb,s(t, 0) below Tc is independent of n up to O(1), i.e.,
the transverse modes do not contribute to the bulk part
fb,s(t, 0) below Tc at O(u
−1
0 ) and O(1). An n-dependence
below Tc, however, enters through the subsequent renor-
malizations. Furthermore, we shall find that an explicit
n-dependence appears in the finite-size part of the free
energy at O(1) of unrenormalized perturbation theory.
B. Renormalization
The singular part fb,s of the bulk Gibbs free energy den-
sity at h = 0 given in Eqs. (3.15) and (3.20) will be
denoted by δfb(r0 − r0c, u0). Within the minimal sub-
traction scheme at fixed dimension [52] the renormalized
quantities are defined as
fR,b(r, u, µ) = δfb(Zrr, µ
εZuZ
−2
ϕ′ A
−1
d u)
−(1/8)µ−εr2AdA(u, ε) , (3.21)
u = µ−εAdZu(u, ε)
−1Zϕ(u, ε)
2u0, (3.22)
r = Zr(u, ε)
−1(r0 − r0c), (3.23)
ϕR = Zϕ(u, ε)
−1/2
ϕ, (3.24)
with an arbitrary inverse reference length µ. In view of
the application to finite systems, we are using r rather
than the bulk correlation lengths above and below Tc
ξ± [11] as the appropriate measure of the temperature
variable. Using r rather than ξ± is advantageous in our
finite-size theory where a single analytic finite-size scal-
ing function is derived for the whole temperature regime
−∞ ≤ r ≤ ∞. The n-dependent renormalization con-
stants read up to one-loop order
Zr(u, ε) = 1 + 4(n+ 2)u/ε+O(u
2), (3.25a)
Zu(u, ε) = 1 + 4(n+ 8)u/ε+O(u
2), (3.25b)
Zϕ(u, ε) = 1 +O(u
2), (3.25c)
A(u, ε) = −2n/ε+O(u). (3.25d)
The same renormalization constants will be employed
in our finite-size theory. Although they are primar-
ily defined such that they absorb the ultraviolet diver-
gences at d = 4 dimensions, they simultaneously gov-
ern the infrared (critical) singularities for d ≤ 4 [52] via
the field-theoretic functions ζr(u), βu(u, ε), ζφ(u), B(u)
derived from Zi(u, ε) and A(u, ε). The resulting renor-
malized free energy density above and below Tc is
fR,b(r, u, µ) = −nAdε
−1rd/2
[
d−1 −
(
r/µ2
)ε/2
/4
]
, (3.26)
fR,b(r, u, µ) = −µ
dAd
(
− 2r/µ2
)2
/(64u)
−Adε
−1(−2r)d/2
[
d−1 −
(
− 2r/µ2
)ε/2
/4
]
, (3.27)
for r > 0 and r < 0, respectively. fR,b has a finite limit
for ε→ 0+ at fixed u > 0 and fixed r. The dimensionless
amplitude function
FR,b(r/µ
2, u) = µ−dA−1d fR,b(r, u, µ) (3.28)
satisfies the renormalization-group equation (RGE)
(µ∂µ + rζr∂r + βu∂u + d)FR,b(r/µ
2, u)
= −[r2/(2µ4)]B(u). (3.29)
Integration of the RGE yields
fR,b(r, u, µ) = fR,b
(
r(l), u(l), lµ
)
+
Adr(l)
2
2(lµ)ε
B(l),(3.30)
r(l) = r exp
[ ∫ l
1
ζr(u(l
′))
dl′
l′
]
, (3.31)
l
[
du(l)/dl
]
= βu(u(l), ε), (3.32)
B(l) ≡
∫ l
1
B(u(l′))
{
exp
∫ l′
l
[
2ζr(u(l
′′))− ε
]dl′′
l′′
}dl′
l′
,
(3.33)
with r(1) = r = at, a = Zr(u, ε)
−1a0, u(1) = u.
Asymptotically (l → 0) we obtain the fixed point value
u∗ = u(0) determined by βu(u
∗, ε) = 0. For the purpose
of calculating scaling functions it is necessary to make an
appropriate choice of the arbitrary reference length µ−1.
Within the minimal subtraction approach at fixed dimen-
sion there exists the following exact relation between µ
and the asymptotic amplitude ξ0+ of the second-moment
bulk correlation length (1.1) above Tc [52]
ξ0+ =
µ2ν−1
aν
[
Q∗ exp
(∫ u∗
u
ζr(u
∗)− ζr(u
′)
βu(u′, ε)
du′
)]ν
(3.34)
where the dimensionless amplitude Q∗ = Q(1, u∗, d) is
the fixed point value of the n dependent amplitude func-
tion Q(1, u, d) related to ξ+ [52]. As a natural choice for
the reference length µ−1 we take
µ−1 = ξ0+ (3.35)
which implies the exact representation [52]
ξ20+ = a
−1Q∗ exp
(∫ u∗
u
ζr(u
∗)− ζr(u
′)
βu(u′, ε)
du′
)
. (3.36)
Note that ξ0+ is a function of a0 and u0 through a and u.
In an exact theory the choice of the bulk flow parameter
l(t) is arbitrary. In a perturbative treatment of fR,b, the
right-hand side of (3.30) depends weakly on the choice of
l. It can be chosen such that (3.30) provides a mapping
from the critical region to the noncritical region where
8the perturbative treatment is valid. The function (3.30)
contains the singular part of the Gibbs free energy density
whose asymptotic (l→ 0) form is given in (3.43) - (3.45,
after the flow parameter has been specified.
The asymptotic (l → 0) form of r(l), (3.31) is, apart from
Wegner corrections [63],
r(l)→ l2−1/ν r exp
(∫ u∗
u
ζr(u
′)− ζr(u
∗)
βu(u′, ε)
du′
)
,(3.37)
where ζr(u
∗) = 2−1/ν with the critical exponent ν. Eqs.
(3.35)-(3.37) imply the asymptotic behavior
r(l)/(µ2l2)→ Q∗tl−1/ν . (3.38)
The most convenient choice of the bulk flow parameter
l+(t) and l−(t) is made by requiring [52]
µ2l2 =
{
µ2l2+ = r(l+) for T > Tc,
µ2l2− = −2r(l−) for T < Tc.
(3.39)
Equations (3.15), (3.20), and (3.21)-(3.25) then lead to
fR,b
(
r(l), u(l), lµ
)
≡ f±R,b
(
l±µ, u(l±)
)
with
f+R,b
(
l+µ, u(l+)
)
= −n Ad(l+µ)
d/(4d), (3.40)
f−R,b
(
l−µ, u(l−)
)
= −Ad(l−µ)
d
[ 1
64u(l−)
+
1
4d
]
, (3.41)
above and below Tc, respectively, apart from corrections
of O(u). Note that no explicit n-dependence appears in
(3.41). Eqs. (3.35) - (3.39) imply asymptotically
µl =
{
µl+ = Q
∗ν ξ−10+ t
ν for T > Tc ,
µl− = Q
∗ν ξ−10+ (2|t|)
ν for T < Tc .
(3.42)
The integral (3.33) has the asymptotic (l → 0) be-
havior B(l) → − (ν/α) B(u∗), apart from a sub-
leading term that contributes to the nonsingular bulk
part f
(2)
ns,b ∝ |t|
2 [11, 40]. We then obtain from (3.30),
(3.40), and (3.41) the asymptotic form of the singular
part fs,b(t, 0) ≡ f
±
s,b(t) of the Gibbs free energy density
of the isotropic system at h = 0
fR,b(r, u, µ)→ f
±
s,b(t) = A
±|t|dν (3.43)
A+ = − Ad Q
∗dν [n/(4d) + νB(u∗)/(2α)] ξ−d0+ , (3.44)
A− = −Ad (2Q
∗)dν
[
1
64u∗
+
1
4d
+
νB(u∗)
8α
]
ξ−d0+ (3.45)
above and below Tc, respectively. In addition to the ex-
plicit n-dependence in (3.44), an n-dependence of both
A+ and A− enters through the fixed point value u∗,
through the critical exponents α and ν, and through
the n dependent functions B(u∗) = n/2 + O(u∗2) and
Q∗ = Q(1, u∗, d) = 1 +O(u∗2).
In order to test our finite-size theory we shall compare
it in Sec. VI with the exactly solvable case n → ∞ at
fixed u0n. The critical exponents and the universal bulk
amplitude ratios are well known in this limit [43]. Within
the minimal subtraction scheme at fixed d [52] we find
Zr(u, ε) = Zu(u, ε) = (1− 4un/ε)
−1, (3.46a)
lim
n→∞
A(u, ε)/n = 0, (3.46b)
Zϕ = 1, and the fixed-point values limn→∞ u
∗n = ε/4
and limn→∞Q
∗ = 1 [52].
C. Two-scale-factor universality
The singular bulk part fb,s has the asymptotic (small t,
small h) scaling form for general n [42]
fb,s(t, h) = A1|t|
dν W±(A2h|t|
−βδ) (3.47)
with the universal scaling function W±(z). We use the
normalizationW+(0) = 1. The two amplitudes A1 ≡ A
+
and A2 are nonuniversal. The hypothesis of two-scale-
factor universality [64–66] states that the nonuniversal
amplitudes contained in the bulk correlation function Gb
near Tc are fully determined once the amplitudes A1 and
A2 have been chosen. In [40] this issue was discussed for
general n above Tc and n = 1 below Tc, and results for
the universal constants Q1 and A
+/A− were given for
n = 1. Here we extend the discussion to n > 1.
At h = 0 the scaling form of Gb near Tc is for general n
above Tc (+) and for n = 1 below Tc (−)
Gb(x, t) = D1|x|
2−d−η Φ±
(
|x|/ξ±(t)
)
, (3.48)
with ξ±(t) = ξ0±|t|
−ν and the universal scaling functions
Φ±. This is valid for ξ± ≫ a˜, |x| ≫ a˜ at fixed |x|/ξ±, but
not for large x at fixed T 6= Tc (Fig. 2 of [40], shaded
region) where the exponential decay of Gb is governed
by a ”true” or ”exponential” correlation length ξe±(t) 6=
ξ±(t) [40, 60, 67–69]. The ratio limt→0 ξe±(t)/ξ±(t) is
universal [60, 69] and equal to 1 for n =∞ [68].
The transverse correlation function Gb,T has an algebraic
decay due to the Goldstone modes for large |x| [42, 65]
Gb,T(x, t) ≈ CTMb(t)
2
[
ξT(t)/|x|
]d−2
, (3.49)
CT = Γ(d/2)/[2pi
d/2(d− 2)], (3.50)
for n > 1 below Tc where ξT(t) = ξ0T|t|
−ν is the trans-
verse correlation length near Tc and Mb(t) = B|t|
β is
the order parameter. The same correlation length gov-
erns the algebraic decay of the longitudinal correlation
function, see Eq. (2.48) of [58]. These long-ranged cor-
relations are the origin of the finite Casimir force at low
temperatures, as given in (5.20) for a slab geometry.
Two-scale-factor universality means that the nonuniver-
sal amplitudes ξ0+, D1, B, ξ0−, and ξ0T are universally
related to the two amplitudes A1 and A2 according to
[40, 42]
A1ξ
d
0+ = Q1 = universal, (3.51)
D1A
−2
2 A
−1−γ/(dν)
1 = P3 = universal, (3.52)
B/(A1A2) = −W1 = universal, (3.53)
ξ0−/ξ0+ = universal, (3.54)
ξ0T/ξ0+ = universal, (3.55)
whereW1 ≡ limy→0 ∂W−(y)/∂y denotes the derivative of
the universal scaling function W−(y), (3.47), for y → 0
9[70], as follows from Mb = −∂fb,s(t, h)/∂h. Eq. (3.51) is
confirmed by (3.44), with the universal constant
Q1 = − AdQ
∗dν [n/(4d) + νB(u∗)/(2α)] . (3.56)
Eqs. (3.44) and (3.45) yield the universal amplitude ratio
f−b,s(t)/f
+
b,s(t) = A
−/A+
= 2dν
1/(64u∗) + 1/(4d) + νB(u∗)/(8α)
n/(4d) + νB(u∗)/(2α)
. (3.57)
Eqs. (3.56) and (3.57) are the n-dependent generaliza-
tions of (6.19) and (6.20) of [40]. For a comparison of
these predictions with numerical results see Sec. V. B.
We introduce the volume
V +corr(t) = ξ
d
0+|t|
−dν (3.58)
which is a measure of the spherical correlation volume
above Tc. Then f
±
b,s can be expressed in terms of the
universal quantities Q1 and A
−/A+ as
f±b,s(t) =
{
Q1/V
+
corr(t), t > 0,
(A−/A+)Q1/V
+
corr(t), t < 0.
(3.59)
In summary, only two nonuniversal bulk amplitudes are
necessary to determine all other nonuniversal bulk am-
plitudes via universal relations. This is an important
and unique feature for the subclass of isotropic systems
near Tc which does not hold for the subclass of weakly
anisotropic systems [21, 40, 41, 45, 58, 71–74].
IV. FINITE-SIZE RG APPROACH
A. Unrenormalized free energy density
The failure of ordinary perturbation theory for finite sys-
tems is due to the perturbative treatment of the danger-
ous k = 0 lowest mode (App. B). This is avoided by
separating the lowest mode and performing perturbation
theory only with respect to the higher modes [40, 46, 49–
51]. Here we extend this approach such that it becomes
applicable to general n ≥ 1 above and below Tc at h = 0.
We decompose the variables of (2.1)
ϕj = Φ+ σj (4.1)
into the lowest-mode amplitude Φ, (2.2), and into higher-
mode contributions σj = V
−1
∑
k 6=0e
ik·xj σˆ(k), where
σˆ(k) ≡ ϕˆ(k) for k 6= 0. We further decompose σj into
”longitudinal” and ”transverse” parts σj = σLj + σTj
which are parallel and perpendicular with respect to Φ,
i. e., σTj · σLj = 0 and σTj · Φ = 0 but σLj · Φ 6= 0.
Correspondingly, the Hamiltonian H is decomposed as
H = H0(Φ
2) + H˜(Φ,σ), (4.2)
with the lowest-mode Hamiltonian
H0(Φ
2) = V [(r0/2)Φ
2 + u0(Φ
2)2] (4.3)
and the higher-mode Hamiltonian
H˜(Φ,σ) = H(2)(Φ2,σ) +H(4)(Φ,σ), (4.4)
H(2) = (a˜d/2)
{ N∑
j=1
[
(r¯0L(Φ
2)σLj
2 + r¯0T(Φ
2)σTj
2)
]
+
N∑
i,j=1
Ki,j
[
(σLi − σLj)
2 + (σTi − σTj)
2
]}
,(4.5)
H(4) = u0a˜
d
N∑
j=1
[
4Φ · σLj(σLj
2 + σTj
2)
+(σLj
2
+ σTj
2)
2]
, (4.6)
r¯0L(Φ
2) = r0 + 12u0Φ
2, (4.7)
r¯0T(Φ
2) = r0 + 4u0Φ
2. (4.8)
In (4.3) the lowest mode is stabilized for arbitrary −∞ ≤
r0 ≤ ∞ through the u0(Φ
2)2 term. The corresponding
decomposition of the partition function is
Z = V n/2a˜−n
∫
dnΦ exp
{
−[H0(Φ
2) + Γ˚(Φ2)]
}
,(4.9)
Γ˚(Φ2) = − ln
[ ∏
k 6=0
∫
dnσˆ(k)
a˜nV n/2
]
exp[−H˜(Φ,σ)] (4.10)
where Γ˚(Φ2) describes the higher-mode contribution.
The integration measure in (4.10) is the n-component
generalization of that defined for n = 1 in Appendix B
of [40]. The quantity Γ˚(Φ2) can be interpreted as a con-
straint free energy, with the constraint being that the
zero-mode amplitude Φ is fixed. In the absence of an ex-
ternal field h, Γ˚(Φ2) is invariant against rotations in Φ
space, thus it is free of Goldstone singularities in an exact
theory [62]. Spurious singularities, however, may arise at
intermediate stages of perturbation theory in higher or-
der as is known from bulk theory below Tc [9–11].
The integrand of (4.9) plays the role of an order-
parameter distribution function of the finite system [46],
P (Φ2) ∝ exp
{
−[H0(Φ
2) + Γ˚(Φ2)]
}
, (4.11)
which is a physical quantity in its own right. An impor-
tant conceptual issue of our approach is that, although
we shall make approximations for Γ˚(Φ2) within the ex-
ponent of (4.11), we shall not make any expansion that
would destroy the exponential form of P (Φ2). This is in
line with our minimal renormalization procedure at fixed
dimension 2 < d < 4 [52] which avoids the ε = 4 − d ex-
pansion where the fixed-point value u∗ ∼ O(ε) of the cou-
pling u0 is treated as a smallness parameter [49, 50]. Such
an ε expansion destroys the exponential form of P (Φ2)
and may lead to unreliable results below Tc, as shown
previously [51] in the context of the specific heat for a
cubic system with a one-component order-parameter.
The main task of the theory is the calculation of Γ˚(Φ2).
We shall make two approximations. The first approx-
imation is to neglect the effect of the higher-mode part
H(4)(Φ,σ), (4.6), on the finite-size properties (but not on
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bulk quantities such as critical exponents and the fixed-
point value u∗ which will be incorporated via the Borel-
resummed results [52, 75] within the renormalized theory
at fixed d). Our approximation goes beyond ordinary
one-loop perturbation theory (see App. B) not only be-
cause of the fourth-order term ∼ u0(Φ
2)
2
in the lowest-
mode Hamiltonian H0 but also because H
(2)(Φ2,σ)
contains the non-Gaussian couplings ∼ 12u0Φ
2
σLj
2
and ∼ 4u0Φ
2
σTj
2 between the lowest mode and the
higher modes which arise from the terms r¯0L(Φ
2)σLj
2
and r¯0T(Φ
2)σTj
2 , respectively, in H(2). These cou-
plings will produce the pole terms of O
(
u0Φ
2ε−1
)
and
O
(
u20(Φ
2)2ε−1
)
given in (4.36) and (4.37) below.
Performing the integration over σˆ(k) we obtain from
(4.10), with H˜ replaced by H(2),
Γ˚(Φ2) =
[
− n(N − 1) ln(2pi) + V S0
(
r¯0L(Φ
2), {Lα}
)
+ (n− 1)V S0
(
r¯0T(Φ
2), {Lα}
)]
/2 (4.12)
with the sum over the higher modes
S0(r, {Lα}) =
1
V
∑
k 6=0
ln
{[
r + δK̂(k)
]
a˜2
}
. (4.13)
The applicability of (4.12) and (4.13) is restricted to
r¯0L(Φ
2) ≥ 0, r¯0T(Φ
2) ≥ 0. This restriction will be re-
moved by our second approximation in Sec. IV.C. Since
the k = 0 mode has been separated the sum S0(r, {Lα})
is finite for r = 0 which is important at Tc and below Tc
for the transverse part ∝ (n − 1). The sum S0 can be
expressed as
S0(r, {Lα}) = ∆(r, {Lα})− V
−1 ln(ra˜2)
+
∫
k
ln{[r + δK̂(k)]a˜2}, (4.14)
∆(r, {Lα}) = V
−1
∑
k
ln{[r + δK̂(k)]a˜2}
−
∫
k
ln{[r + δK̂(k)]a˜2}. (4.15)
Note that ∆(r, {Lα}) depends on the lattice constant
a˜. An asymptotically exact calculation of the function
∆(r, {Lα}) for Lα/a˜≫ 1, 0 < ra˜
2 ≪ 1, 0 < rL2α . O(1),
and for finite 0 < ρα < ∞ can be carried out in a way
similar to that in [23, 40]. The result is independent of a˜
and reads for isotropic systems
∆(r, {Lα}) = L
−dG0(rL
2, {ρα}), (4.16)
G0(x, {ρα}) =
∫ ∞
0
dy y−1 exp
(
−
xy
4pi2
)
×
{
(pi/y)
d/2
− ρ¯ d−1 Kd(y,C)
}
,(4.17)
ρ¯ =
[ d−1∏
α=1
ρα
]1/(d−1)
. (4.18)
where ρ¯ is the geometric mean of the aspect ratios. The
function Kd(y,C) is defined for y > 0 by
Kd(y,C) =
∑
n
exp(−yn ·Cn) (4.19)
where the d× d matrix C has the elements
Cαβ = ραρβ δαβ . (4.20)
The sum
∑
n runs over n = (n1, n2, ..., nd) , nα =
0,±1, ...,±∞. By means of the Poisson identity [76] one
can show that for y > 0 this function satisfies
Kd(y,C) = (detC)
−1/2 (pi/y)
d/2
Kd
(
pi2/y,C−1
)
(4.21)
which is useful for small y > 0. The function G0(x, {ρα})
decays exponentially for large x and is logarithmically
divergent for x → 0+ which comes from the large-y be-
havior of Kd(y,C) ≈ 1 in the last term of (4.17). This
divergent part is separated in the exact decomposition
G0(x, {ρα}) = ρ¯
d−1
[
ln
(
x/(4pi2)
)
+ J0(x, {ρα})
]
,(4.22)
J0(x, {ρα}) =
∫ ∞
0
dyy−1
{
exp
[
−xy/(4pi2)
]
×
[
ρ¯ 1−d(pi/y)d/2 − Kd(y,C) + 1
]
− e−y
}
(4.23)
where the function J0 has a finite limit J0(0, {ρα}) for
x→ 0+. From (4.14), (4.16), and (4.22) we obtain
S0(r, {Lα}) =
∫
k
ln{[r + δK̂(k)]a˜2}
+V −1
{
ln[L2/(4pi2a˜2)] + J0(rL
2, {ρα})
}
. (4.24)
For the case of a finite-slab geometry with aspect ratio
ρ, the following substitutions are to be made,
ρ¯ d−1 → ρd−1, (4.25)
Kd(y,C)→
[
K(ρ2y)
]d−1
K(y), (4.26)
K(y) =
∞∑
m=−∞
exp(−ym2), (4.27)
G0(x, {ρα})→ G0(x, ρ) =
∫ ∞
0
dy
y
{
e−xy/(4pi
2)
×
[
(pi/y)d/2 −
[
ρK(ρ2y)
]d−1
K(y)
]}
, (4.28)
J0(x, {ρα})→ J0(x, ρ) =
∫ ∞
0
dy
y
{
e−xy/(4pi
2)
×
[
ρ1−d
(pi
y
)d/2
−
[
K(ρ2y)
]d−1
K(y) + 1
]
− e−y
}
. (4.29)
The next step is to rewrite the exponential argument
H0 + Γ˚ of Z, (4.9), as a function of r0 − r0c rather than
of r0. According to (4.13), (4.24), and (3.5a)-(3.5c), the
r.h.s. of (4.12) contains the bulk term
(V/2)
[
r¯0L(Φ
2) + (n− 1)r¯0T(Φ
2)
] ∫
k
[δK̂(k)]−1 (4.30)
which we rewrite as
(V/2)nr0
∫
k
[δK̂(k)]−1 − (V/2)r0cΦ
2 (4.31)
with r0c given by (3.9). The last term in (4.31) can be
combined with the lowest-mode Hamiltonian (4.3) as
H0(Φ
2)− (V/2)r0cΦ
2
= V
[
(r0 − r0c)Φ
2/2 + u0(Φ
2)
2
]
≡ Ĥ0(Φ
2).(4.32)
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In all r0 - dependent terms of the higher-mode contri-
bution Γ˚(Φ2), (4.12), we may replace r0 by r0 − r0c in
the spirit of perturbation theory since r0c ∼ O(u0). Eqs.
(3.3) - (3.7) and (4.9) - (4.32) then lead to the unrenor-
malized free energy density in 2 < d < 4 dimensions
f(t, {Lα}) = f
(1)
b,ns(t) + δf(r0 − r0c, u0, L, {ρα}) (4.33)
where f
(1)
b,ns(t) ≡ g
(1)
b,ns(t) , (3.12), and
δf(r0 − r0c, u0, L, {ρα}) =
−V −1 ln
{(
2piV/L2
)n/2 ∫
dnΦ exp
[
− Ĥ0(Φ
2)
−Γ˚L(Φ
2)− (n− 1)˚ΓT(Φ
2)
]}
, (4.34)∫
dnΦ ≡ 2pin/2 Γ(n/2)−1
∫ ∞
0
d|Φ||Φ|n−1, (4.35)
with the longitudinal and transverse contributions
Γ˚L(Φ
2) = −
V Ad
dε
r0L(Φ
2)
d/2
+
1
2
J0(r0L(Φ
2)L2, {ρα}),
(4.36)
Γ˚T(Φ
2) = −
V Ad
dε
r0T(Φ
2)
d/2
+
1
2
J0(r0T(Φ
2)L2, {ρα}),
(4.37)
r0L(Φ
2) = r0 − r0c + 12u0Φ
2, (4.38)
r0T(Φ
2) = r0 − r0c + 4u0Φ
2. (4.39)
The a˜ dependence in (4.9) and (4.24) of the lowest-
mode and higher-mode contributions to δf have cancelled
among themselves. Because of the exact treatment of
H(2)(Φ2,σ), the effective action in (4.34) contains pow-
ers of u0Φ
2 up to infinite order.
B. Renormalized free energy density
The multiplicative and additive renormalizations of
δf(r0 − r0c, u0, L, {ρα}), (4.34), are the same as for the
corresponding bulk quantity (3.21) since L and ρα are not
renormalized. Thus we employ the minimal subtraction
scheme at fixed dimension [52] and define the renormal-
ized counterpart of δf in 2 < d < 4 dimensions as
fR(r, u, L, {ρα}, µ) = δf(Zrr, µ
εZuZ
−2
ϕ A
−1
d u, L, {ρα})
−(1/8)µ−εr2Ad A(u, ε), (4.40)
where the renormalized quantities u, r and the renormal-
ization constants Zr(u, ε), Zu(u, ε), Zϕ(u, ε), A(u, ε) are
the same as those for the bulk system in (3.22) and
(3.25). We also take the same choice µ−1 = ξ0+ of the
inverse reference length as for the bulk system. Because
of Zϕ = 1 within our approximation, the renormalized
lowest-mode amplitude of the transformed system is sim-
ply ΦR = Z
−1/2
ϕ Φ = Φ. In order to maintain the expo-
nential form of the integrand of δf , (4.34), and to avoid
any further approximation we rewrite the additive part
of the renormalization in (4.40) in an exponential form
−(1/8)µ−εr2AdA(u, ε) = nµ
−εr2Ad/(4ε)
= −V −1 ln
{
exp
[
− V nµ−εr2Ad/(4ε)
]}
(4.41)
which permits us to incorporate it in the exponent of
the integral over Φ in (4.34). In (4.41) we have already
substituted A(u, ε) = −2n/ε according to (3.25d). Con-
sequently, after multiplicative renormalization of r0− r0c
and u0 in the lowest-mode Hamiltonian Ĥ0(Φ
2) in (4.34),
we also keep the corresponding pole terms 2(n+ 2)ur/ε
and 4(n+ 8)u2/ε of (1/2)Zr(u, ε)r and Zu(u, ε)u in the
exponent of the integral over Φ in (4.34).
Now there exist two types of pole terms ∝ ε−1 in
fR(r, u, L, {ρα}, µ): (i) those arising from the lowest-
mode Hamiltonian Ĥ0(Φ
2) after multiplicative renormal-
ization together with the additive pole term of (4.41),
(ii) those of the higher-mode contributions Γ˚L and Γ˚T in
(4.36) and (4.37). As far as the pole terms (i) are con-
cerned, it is nontrivial that the corresponding terms in
the exponential argument of (4.34) can be expressed as
−Ĥ0(Φ
2)− V nµ−εr2Ad/(4ε) = −HR(Φ
2)
−V Adµ
−ε
[
rL(Φ
2)
2
+ (n− 1)rT(Φ
2)
2]
/(4ε), (4.42)
HR(Φ
2) = VΦ2
(
r/2 + µεA−1d uΦ
2
)
, (4.43)
rL(Φ
2) = r + 12µεA−1d uΦ
2, (4.44)
rT(Φ
2) = r + 4µεA−1d uΦ
2, (4.45)
where rL and rT are the renormalized counterparts of
(4.38) and (4.39). As far as the pole terms (ii) are con-
cerned, we may replace the unrenormalized parameters
r0L(Φ
2) and r0T(Φ
2) in the higher-mode contributions
Γ˚L and Γ˚T of (4.34) by their renormalized counterparts
rL(Φ
2) and rT(Φ
2) in the spirit of perturbation theory.
Then the sum of the pole terms ∝ V Ad/(dε) in (4.36)
and (4.37) reads
V Ad
[
rL(Φ
2)
d/2
+ (n− 1)rT(Φ
2)
d/2]
/(dε). (4.46)
Comparison between (4.46) and (4.42) shows that,
for d → 4, indeed all pole terms (i) and (ii) of
fR(r, u, L, {ρα}, µ) cancel among themselves. We do not
make an expansion of the expression (4.46) in powers of
u or in powers of ε = 4−d. We arrive at the renormalized
free energy density
fR(r, u, L, {ρα}, µ) = −V
−1 ln
{(
2piV/L2
)n/2 ∫
dnΦ
× exp
[
−HR(Φ
2)− ΓL(Φ
2)− (n− 1)ΓT(Φ
2)
]}
(4.47)
with the longitudinal and transverse contributions
ΓL(Φ
2) = (1/2)J0(rL(Φ
2)L2, {ρα})
+ ρ¯ 1−d
Ad
ε
{[
L2rL(Φ
2)
]2
4(Lµ)ε
−
[
L2rL(Φ
2)
]d/2
d
}
,(4.48)
ΓT(Φ
2) = (1/2)J0(rT(Φ
2)L2, {ρα})
+ ρ¯ 1−d
Ad
ε
{[
L2rT(Φ
2)
]2
4(Lµ)ε
−
[
L2rT(Φ
2)
]d/2
d
}
,(4.49)
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where J0 is defined in (4.23). Here we have written V
in the form V = Ldρ¯ 1−d. We note that no approxima-
tion has been made in going from (4.34) to (4.47). In
particular, the renormalized distribution function
PR(Φ
2) ∝ exp[−HR(Φ
2)− ΓL(Φ
2)− (n− 1)ΓT(Φ
2)]
(4.50)
contained in (4.47) has maintained its exponential form
and is free of pole terms in 2 < d ≤ 4 dimensions. No
expansion has been made with respect to the coupling u
contained in HR(Φ
2), rL(Φ
2), and rT(Φ
2). The dimen-
sionless amplitude function
FR(r/µ
2, u, Lµ, {ρα}) = µ
−dA−1d fR(r, u, L, {ρα}, µ)(4.51)
satisfies the same RGE (3.29) as the bulk amplitude func-
tion FR,b. Integration of the RGE yields
fR(r, u, L, {ρα}, µ) = fR
(
r(l), u(l), L, {ρα}, lµ
)
+ Adr(l)
2(lµ)−εB(l)/2 (4.52)
[compare (3.30)]. Equations (4.43) -(4.52) provide an
exact RG description of the contributions of the lowest
mode and the higher-mode Hamiltonian H(2) to the free
energy density. This description incorporates the exact
bulk critical exponents (not only in one-loop order) via
the effective parameters r(l), (3.31), and u(l), (3.32).
It is convenient to express (4.47) in terms of the dimen-
sionless variable s = (V µεu/Ad)
1/4|Φ| as
fR(r, u, L, {ρα}, µ)
=
n
2V
ln
{ (Lµ)ε/2[Γ(n/2)]2/nu1/2
2pi2A
1/2
d
ρ¯(d−1)/2
}
−
1
V
ln
{
2
∫ ∞
0
dssn−1 exp
[
−
1
2
ys2 − s4
−Γ̂L(s
2)− (n− 1)Γ̂T(s
2)
]}
, (4.53)
y = r[V Ad/(µ
εu)]1/2 , (4.54)
where Γ̂L(s
2) and Γ̂T(s
2) are given by (4.48) and (4.49)
with Φ2 = [Ad/(V µ
εu)]
1/2
s2. The next step entails an
appropriate choice of the flow parameter l such that FR
with the argument r/µ2 is mapped to the noncritical re-
gion corresponding to FR with l-dependent arguments.
An appropriate choice will be made after an approxima-
tion for the higher-mode contributions (4.48), (4.49).
C. Approximation for the higher-mode
contributions
In its present form, the renormalized order-parameter
distribution function (4.50) is applicable only to T ≥ Tc.
This is a consequence of neglecting the interaction H(4),
(4.6), which implies that the higher-mode contributions
ΓL(Φ
2) and ΓT(Φ
2) do not exist for negative rL(Φ
2) and
rT(Φ
2). Both parameters indeed become negative in the
regime r < 0, i.e., T < Tc, for sufficiently small Φ
2 such
that 0 ≤ Φ2 < −r/(12µεA−1d u). For this reason it is ap-
propriate to make a second approximation which permits
us to extend the theory to T < Tc. The range of small
Φ2 where rL(Φ
2) and rT(Φ
2) become negative represents
only an unimportant part of PR(Φ
2). The dominant part
of PR(Φ
2) is the region Φ2 ≈ M2 around the renormal-
ized lowest-mode average
〈Φ2〉0,R ≡ M
2(r, u, V, µ) =
∫
dnΦΦ2 exp[−HR(Φ
2)]∫
dnΦ exp[−HR(Φ2)]
= (V µεA−1d u)
−1/2 ϑ2(y), (4.55)
ϑ2,n(y) =
∫∞
0 ds s
n+1 exp(− 12ys
2 − s4)∫∞
0 dss
n−1 exp(− 12ys
2 − s4)
, (4.56)
with y given by (4.54). The distribution exp[−HR(Φ
2)],
with HR(Φ
2) given by (4.43), is well defined for −∞ ≤
r ≤ ∞. In the region Φ2 ≈M2 both rL(Φ
2) and rT(Φ
2)
are positive at finite V for arbitrary r and both quantities
ΓL(Φ
2) and ΓT(Φ
2) are well behaved in this region. This
leads to our second approximation
rL(Φ
2) ≈ rL(M
2), rT(Φ
2) ≈ rT(M
2), (4.57)
PR(Φ
2) ≈ exp[−HR(Φ
2))
−ΓL(M
2 − (n− 1)ΓT(M
2)], (4.58)
ΓL(M
2) = (1/2)J0(r¯LL
2, {ρα})
+ρ¯ 1−d
Ad
ε
{(r¯LL2)2
4(Lµ)ε
−
(
r¯LL
2
)d/2
d
}
, (4.59)
ΓT(M
2) = (1/2)J0(r¯TL
2, {ρα})
+ρ¯ 1−d
Ad
ε
{(r¯TL2)2
4(Lµ)ε
−
(
r¯TL
2
)d/2
d
}
,(4.60)
r¯L ≡ rL(M
2) = r + 12µεA−1d uM
2
= r + 12(r/u) ϑ2,n(y), (4.61)
r¯T ≡ rT(M
2) = r + 4µεA−1d uM
2
= r¯L − 8(r/u) ϑ2,n(y). (4.62)
For a plot of the function ϑ2,n(y) for n = 1, 2, 3 see Fig.
1 of [51]. The leading behavior for large |y| is for n 6= 2
ϑ2,n(y) −→ n/y
[
1 +O(y−2)
]
, (4.63a)
ϑ2,n(y) −→ −y/4− (n− 2)y
−1
[
1 +O(y−2)
]
(4.63b)
for y →∞ and y → −∞, respectively. For n = 2, ϑ2,2(y)
has an exponential approach to the bulk behavior −y/4
below Tc according to the exact representation [51]
ϑ2,2(y) = −y/4 + pi
−1/2 exp(−y2/16)[erfc(y/4)]−1. (4.64)
The resulting expression for the renormalized free energy
density reads for arbitrary −∞ ≤ r ≤ ∞
fR(r, u, L, {ρα}, µ)
=
n
2V
ln
{
(Lµ)
ε/2
[Γ(n/2)]
2/n
u1/2
2pi2A
1/2
d
ρ¯(d−1)/2
}
+V −1
[
Wn(y) + ΓL(M
2) + (n− 1)ΓT(M
2)
]
, (4.65)
Wn(y) = − ln
[
2
∫ ∞
0
dssn−1 exp(−ys2/2− s4)
]
. (4.66)
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The latter function is related to ϑ2,n(y) by ∂ Wn(y)/∂y =
ϑ2,n(y)/2 which yields the integral representation
Wn(y) =Wn(0) +
1
2
∫ y
0
dy′ ϑ2,n(y
′). (4.67)
For further properties of the functionWn(y) see App. C.
The quantities Wn(y), M
2, r¯L, and r¯T have the follow-
ing limits for V → ∞ at fixed r above and below Tc as
obtained from (4.63) and (4.64) for large |y|,
lim
V→∞
Wn(y)
V
=
{
0 for r ≥ 0 ,
−r2Ad/(16µ
εu) for r ≤ 0 ,
(4.68)
lim
V→∞
M2 =
{
0 for r ≥ 0 ,
−rAd/(4µ
εu) for r ≤ 0 ,
(4.69)
lim
V→∞
r¯L =
{
r for r ≥ 0 ,
−2r for r ≤ 0 ,
(4.70)
lim
V→∞
r¯T =
{
r for r ≥ 0 ,
0 for r ≤ 0 .
(4.71)
The large-volume limit V → ∞ can be performed not
only as a bulk limit where Lα → ∞ for all α = 1, ..., d
but also as a film limit where Lα →∞ for α = 1, ..., d−1
at fixed L ≡ Ld. For this reason, Eqs. (4.68)-(4.71) can
be employed in deriving the free energy density not only
of the bulk system but also of the film system. In the
limit V → ∞, the parameter r¯L goes to zero for T = Tc
whereas r¯T vanishes for all temperatures T ≤ Tc. Thus
the parameters r¯L and r¯T of the finite system play the
role of effective distances from bulk or film criticality and
from the bulk or film coexistence line below Tc, respec-
tively. It is a crucial advance that no spurious divergen-
cies occur in fR, (4.65), as r¯L and r¯T go to zero.
Since the limit of large |y| can also be performed by let-
ting |r| → ∞ at fixed finite V , the quantities Wn(y)/V ,
M2, r¯L, and r¯T interpolate smoothly between the limits
(4.68)-(4.71) as the temperature variable r is varied from
far below to far above Tc at finite V . Most important,
consistency with bulk theory is guaranteed in that (4.65)
yields the correct bulk result in one-loop order,
lim
{Lα→∞}
fR(r, u, L, {ρα}, µ) = fR,b(r, u, µ) (4.72)
where fR,b(r, u, µ) is given by (3.26) and (3.27). The
verification of (4.72) follows from the bulk limits
lim
{Lα→∞}
V −1J0(r¯LL
2, {ρα}) = 0, (4.73a)
lim
{Lα→∞}
V −1J0(r¯TL
2, {ρα}) = 0, (4.73b)
lim
{Lα→∞}
V −1ΓL(M
2)
= −
Ad
ε
{
rd/2[d−1 − (r/µ2)ε/2/4] for r ≥ 0 ,
(−2r)d/2[d−1 − (−2r/µ2)ε/2/4] for r ≤ 0 ,
(4.74a)
lim
{Lα→∞}
V −1ΓT(M
2)
= −
Ad
ε
{
rd/2[d−1 − (r/µ2)ε/2/4] for r ≥ 0 ,
0 for r ≤ 0 .
(4.74b)
The result (4.65) is valid for 2 < d < 4, with a finite limit
for d → 4. It is the basis for describing the crossover
from the low- to the high-temperature behavior of the
finite system. For this purpose we consider (4.65) with
(4.59)-(4.62) in the l dependent form given on the right-
hand side of (4.52) where the l dependent parameters are
given by
r¯L(l) = r(l) + 12
[
r(l)/y(l)
]
ϑ2,n(y(l)), (4.75)
r¯T(l) = r¯L(l)− 8
[
r(l)/y(l)
]
ϑ2,n(y(l)), (4.76)
y(l) =
r(l) (lµL)
d/2
A
1/2
d
(lµ)2 u(l)1/2
ρ¯(1−d)/2. (4.77)
So far the flow parameter l is still undetermined. The
most natural choice of l is made by requiring
r¯L(l) = µ
2l2 (4.78)
which implies that l = l(t, L, {ρα}) depends on t, L, ρα,
and ξ0+ = µ
−1. Because of (4.63) the choice (4.78) en-
sures the bulk choice (3.39) of l in the large-volume limit
lim
V→∞
r¯L(l) =
{
r(l+) = µ
2l2+ for T ≥ Tc ,
−2r(l−) = µ
2l2− for T ≤ Tc ,
(4.79)
lim
V→∞
r¯T(l) =
{
r(l+) = µ
2l2+ for T ≥ Tc ,
0 for T ≤ Tc .
(4.80)
In summary, the renormalized free energy density in the
regime ∞ ≤ r ≤ ∞ is given by (4.52) and (4.65),
with r(l), u(l), B(l) defined by (3.31)-(3.33), with l =
l(t, L, {ρα}) determined by (4.78), and with
fR(r(l), u(l), L, {ρα}, lµ)
=
n
2V
ln
{
(lµL)
ε/2
[Γ(n/2)]
2/n
u(l)
1/2
2pi2A
1/2
d
ρ¯(d−1)/2
}
−
Ad
Ld
{
(lµL)d
4d
−
(n− 1)
ε
[ l2T
4(lµL)ε
−
l
d/2
T
d
]}
+(2V )−1
[
J0(l
2µ2L2, {ρα}) + (n− 1)J0(lT, {ρα})
]
+V −1 Wn
(
y(l)
)
, (4.81)
lT(t, L, ρ¯) ≡ r¯T(l) L
2 = l2µ2L2
− 8
[
(lµL)ε u(l)A−1d ρ¯
d−1
]1/2
ϑ2,n(y(l)), (4.82)
where J0 is defined by (4.23). This result describes the
crossover at finite volume V for general n from far below
to far above Tc including the critical regime near Tc. Eqs.
(4.52) and (4.81) still include nonasymptotic (Wegner)
corrections to scaling [63] via u(l) and r(l). Taking into
account (4.73a)-(4.74b) one verifies that (4.81) yields
lim
{Lα→∞}
fR(r(l), u(l), L, {ρα}, lµ) = f
±
R,b
(
l±µ, u(l±)
)
(4.83)
where f±R,b is indeed given by (3.40) and (3.41).
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Scaling function l˜ = lL/ξ0+, (5.4), of
the flow parameter l as a function of x˜ = t(L/ξ0+)
1/ν (a) for
n = 1 and (b) for n = 2 according to (5.5) for several aspect
ratios ρ¯ = ρ > 0 of a slab geometry for d = 3. The case ρ = 0
(dashed lines) applies to bulk and film (∞2 × L) geometry
with l˜± given by (5.9). The curves for ρ > 0 provide a smooth
crossover from the low- to the high-temperature region.
V. RESULTS BELOW, AT, AND ABOVE Tc
A. Finite-size scaling functions
The asymptotic form of fs near Tc is obtained from fR,
(4.52) and (4.81), in the limit l ≪ 1 or l→ 0 as
fR(r, u, L, {ρα}, µ) −→ fs(t, L, {ρα}) = L
−dF (x˜, {ρα})
(5.1)
with the scaling variable x˜, (1.3). In this limit we have
u(l)→ u(0) = u∗ and
r(l)/(µ2l2)→ Q∗ t l−1/ν = Q∗x˜(µlL)−1/ν , (5.2)
y(l)→ y˜ = x˜ Q∗
[
(µlL)−α/νAd u
∗−1ρ¯ 1−d
]1/2
. (5.3)
Equations (4.75), (4.77), and (4.78) imply asymptotically
µlL→ l˜ = l˜(x˜, ρ¯) (5.4)
where the scaling function l˜ is determined implicitly by
y˜ + 12ϑ2,n(y˜) =
[
l˜dAd u
∗−1ρ¯ 1−d
]1/2
, (5.5a)
y˜ = x˜ Q∗
[
l˜−α/νAd u
∗−1ρ¯ 1−d
]1/2
. (5.5b)
These two equations also determine the scaling function
y˜ = y˜(x˜, ρ¯). The quantity lT, (4.82), becomes asymptot-
ically lT(t, L, ρ¯)→ l˜T(x˜, ρ¯) with
l˜T(x˜, ρ¯) = l˜
2 − 8
[
l˜ε u∗A−1d ρ¯
d−1
]1/2
ϑ2,n(y˜). (5.6)
In (5.3) and (5.5) we have used the hyperscaling relation
2 − α = dν. For Q∗ = Q(1, u∗, d) and for the l → 0
behavior of B(l) in (4.52) see Sec. III B. The resulting
finite-size scaling function of the free energy density of
the isotropic system in block geometry reads
F (x˜, {ρα}) = − Ad
{ l˜d
4d
−
(n− 1)
ε
[ l˜2T
4l˜ε
−
l˜
d/2
T
d
]
+ ν Q∗2x˜2 l˜−α/νB(u∗)/(2α)
}
+ ρ¯ d−1Wn
(
y˜(x˜, ρ¯)
)
+ ρ¯ d−1
{n
2
ln
[ l˜ε/2[Γ(n/2)]2/nu∗1/2
2pi2A
1/2
d
ρ¯ (d−1)/2
]
+(1/2)J0(l˜
2, {ρα}) + [(n− 1)/2]J0(l˜T, {ρα})
}
(5.7)
where J0 and Wn are defined by (4.23) and (4.66).
Equation (5.7) is the central analytic result of this paper.
It is valid for general n ≥ 1 and 2 < d < 4 in the range
L≫ a˜ for finite ρα. It includes the cases of slab and film
geometries (Sec. V.F) as well as the case n → ∞ in an
approximate form (Sec. V.G). It describes the crossover
from far below (x˜ → −∞) to far above Tc (x˜ → ∞) in-
cluding the critical effects in the central finite-size regime
|x˜| . O(1) near Tc. In the low-temperature region, it de-
scribes the effects due to the Goldstone modes for n > 1
and the qualitatively different behavior of systems with
a one-component order parameter (n = 1). It incorpo-
rates the correct bulk critical exponents α and ν and the
complete bulk function B(u∗) (not only in one-loop or-
der). The nonuniversal amplitude ξ0+ contained in x˜ is
the only system-dependent parameter, thus the structure
of (5.7) agrees with two-scale-factor universality at h = 0
according to (1.5). For finite L and ρα, F (x˜, {ρα}) is an
analytic function of x˜ near x˜ = 0, in agreement with gen-
eral analyticity requirements. Corrections to scaling are
not included but can be taken into account by returning
to (4.81). The scaling function l˜ of the flow parameter
for d = 3 and n = 1, 2 is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a slab
geometry (ρ¯ = ρ) with parameters specified in Sec. V.B.
The bulk part F±b (x˜) of F is obtained from (5.7) in the
limit of large |x˜|, as derived in Sec. V. B. This leads
to F ex(x˜, {ρα}), (2.21), of the excess free energy density
which determines the scaling function X(x˜, {ρα}) of the
Casimir force according to (2.22). For a slab geometry
with aspect ratio ρ, the scaling functions F (x˜, ρ) and
X(x˜, ρ) = (d− 1)F ex(x˜, ρ)
− (x˜/ν) ∂F ex(x˜, ρ)/∂x˜− ρ ∂F ex(x˜, ρ)/∂ρ (5.8)
are obtained from (5.7) after substituting (4.25)-(4.29).
These results agree with Eqs. (8)-(13) of [29]. By defi-
nition, the functions F ex and X have a weak singularity
at x˜ = 0 arising from the subtraction of F±b (x˜) which is
nonanalytic at x˜ = 0 [see (2.19)]. Our scaling functions
with n = 1, 2, 3 in three dimensions are shown in Figs.
15
2-11 for slab geometries in the range 0 . ρ . 1. For
comparison, MC data [15, 17, 18, 37, 57] for the d = 3
Ising, XY , and Heisenberg models as well as theoretical
predictions [14, 26, 28, 38] are shown. In the following
we discuss several aspects of our results.
B. Bulk part of the free energy
In performing the bulk limit of (5.7) we employ
(4.68),(4.69), (4.73), and the limits
l˜ −→
{
l˜+ = (x˜Q
∗)ν for T > Tc ,
l˜− = (2|x˜|Q
∗)ν for T < Tc ,
(5.9)
l˜T −→
{
l˜2+ = (x˜Q
∗)2ν for T > Tc ,
0 for T < Tc ,
(5.10)
[compare (3.42)]. The bulk part of F (x˜, ρ) is obtained
large for |x˜| ≫ 1 as Ldfs(t, L, ρ)→ F
±
b (x˜) with F
±
b given
by (2.19) with the universal bulk amplitude ratios Q1,
(3.56), and A−/A+, (3.57), in agreement with the bulk
amplitudes (3.44) and (3.45). For comparison with [60]
we express Q1 in terms of R
+
ξ according to [43]
(R+ξ )
d = −α(1− α)(2 − α)Q1. (5.11)
As a test of these results we apply them to d = 3
Ising, XY and Heisenberg systems with n = 1, 2, 3 for
which accurate numerical results are available. We em-
ploy the following values for d = 3, [46, 52, 60, 75, 77]:
u∗ = 0.0404, 0.0362, 0.0327, B(u∗) = 0.502, 1.005, 1.508,
ν = 0.6301, 0.671, 0.7112, α = 2 − 3ν, and Q∗ =
0.946, 0.939, 0.937, for n = 1, 2, 3, respectively. The val-
ues of Q∗ follow from Table I and Eq. (3.5) of [78] to-
gether with u∗ of [75]. Our results (3.56) and (3.57) yield
Q1 = −0.1093, R
+
ξ = 0.272 for n = 1, (5.12a)
Q1 = 1.807, R
+
ξ = 0.363 for n = 2, (5.12b)
Q1 = 0.2607, R
+
ξ = 0.438 for n = 3, (5.12c)
A−/A+ = 1.98 for n = 1, (5.13a)
A−/A+ = 0.935 for n = 2, (5.13b)
A−/A+ = 0.516 for n = 3. (5.13c)
These results are in reasonable agreement with those in
the first row of Tables 11, 22, and 27 of [60] (based on ac-
curate high-temperature series analyses [77]) which yield
R+ξ = 0.266, 0.355, 0.424 and A
−/A+ = 1.88, 0.943, 0.641
for n = 1, 2, 3, respectively. Only our value of A−/A+
for n = 3, (5.13c), deviates considerably from 0.641 of
[60]. Considering the fact that our present theory is an
effective finite-size theory that is not designed to pro-
duce highly accurate bulk predictions, the bulk results
(5.12) and (5.13) are acceptable. They are sensitive to
the choice of the the renormalization scheme and of the
geometrical factor in defining the renormalized coupling,
(3.22). Thus the reasonable quantitative agreement of
our results (3.56) and (3.57) with established numerical
results [60] demonstrates the appropriateness of our fixed
d renormalization scheme with the choice of Ad, (3.7),
and lends credibility also to our finite-size RG approach.
C. Analytic results below Tc
The analytic form of F ex and X for slab geometry well
below Tc is derived from (5.7) and (5.8) in App. C. The
leading behavior for −x˜≫ 1 is
F ex− (x˜, ρ) =
1
2
G0((2|x˜| Q
∗)2ν , ρ)
+ρd−1
[
−
n− 1
2
ν(d − 2) ln(2|x˜| Q∗) + cn(ρ)
]
+ O
(
(n− 2)|x˜|−dν/2
)
+ O
(
exp[−|x˜|dν ]
)
, (5.14)
cn(ρ) =
n− 1
2
{
J0(0, ρ)− ln
[ pi2 Ad
u∗ ρd−1
]}
+ ln
[
Γ(n/2)
pi1/2
]
+ (n− 2)
{
ln 2− 12u∗/d (5.15)
+24u∗α
[
1/(64u∗) + 1/(4d) + νB(u∗)/(8α)
]}
,
X−(x˜, ρ) =
1
2
{
(d− 1)−
x˜
ν
∂
∂x˜
− ρ
∂
∂ρ
}
G0((2|x˜| Q
∗)2ν , ρ)
−
n− 1
2
ρd−1
[
1 + ρ ∂J0(0, ρ)/∂ρ
]
+ O
(
(n− 2)|x˜|−dν/2
)
+ O
(
exp[−|x˜|dν ]
)
. (5.16)
The function G0((2|x˜| Q
∗)2ν , ρ) [see (4.28)] vanishes ex-
ponentially for x˜ → −∞ (Eq. (A9) of [23]). The low-
temperature behavior differs fundamentally depending
on whether Goldstone modes are absent (n = 1) or
present (n > 1). We discuss these cases separately.
(i) Case n = 1: For d > 2 we obtain from (5.14) - (5.16)
lim
x˜→−∞
F ex− (x˜, ρ) = ρ
d−1
{
− ln 2 + 12u∗/d
−24u∗α
[
1/(64u∗) + 1/(4d) + νB(u∗)/(8α)
]}
,(5.17)
lim
x˜→−∞
X−(x˜, ρ) = 0. (5.18)
The finite low-temperature amplitude (5.17) for a finite
geometry is in contrast to the vanishing low-temperature
limit of F ex for film geometry for n = 1 (Sec. V. F.).
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Scaling functions F ex(x˜, ρ) in left panels and X(x˜, ρ) in right panels in slab geometry for several aspect
ratios ρ as a function of x˜ = t(L/ξ0+)
1/ν for d = 3, n = 1. Solid lines: from (5.7) and (5.8). Dots: MC data for the d = 3 Ising
model from [37]; they approach the finite low-temperature limit −ρ2 ln 2 as predicted analytically for the Ising model [54, 55].
The solid lines in the left panels approach the finite limits F ex(−∞, ρ) = −0.6199ρ2 (horizontal dashed lines), (5.17). The solid
lines in the right panels go to zero for x˜→ −∞. Dotted and dot-dashed lines in (a) and (b): ε expansion for ρ = 0 of [26, 28].
The first term −ρd−1 ln 2 in (5.17) reproduces the exact
analytic result for finite d-dimensional Ising models at
T = 0 reflecting the twofold degeneracy of the ground
state, with the two homogeneous configurations of the
spin-up and spin-down phases at h = 0 [55]. The ad-
ditional terms in (5.17) come from the algebraic decay
∝ (n−2)/y˜ of the lowest-mode function ϑ2,n(y˜) in (4.63b)
for n 6= 2; they should be complemented by contributions
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of O(u∗) that will arise from the H(4), (4.6). Such con-
tributions can be determined by a two-loop calculation
within the ansatz proposed in Sec. VI. B of [23] which
should yield finite O(u∗) corrections to Eq. (6.10) of [23].
Unlike the fixed-length spin variables si = ±1 of Ising
models, the ”soft-spin” continuous variables ϕi of the
ϕ4 Hamiltonian for n = 1 (which belongs to the same
universality class as Ising Hamiltonians) vary from −∞
to ∞. Thus there exists no exact twofold degeneracy
of the ground state of the ϕ4 model in the presence of
a finite four-point coupling u0. We recall that fixed-
length spin models and the ϕ4 model become equivalent
in the limit u0 → ∞ at fixed ratio r0/u0 [79]. But our
finite-size calculations are performed at finite u0. In gen-
eral, there is no a priori reason to expect universality
with regard to the low-temperature behavior of different
systems belonging to the same universality class. Con-
sequently, no quantitative agreement between the MC
data for the Ising model [37, 56] and the results of our
ϕ4 model far below Tc can be postulated even if the lat-
ter model could be treated exactly. This aspect was not
taken into account in a comment in [29] on a presumed
non-applicability of Eq. (8) of [29] to F (x˜, ρ) for n = 1
well below Tc. The fact that the low-temperature tails
∝ ρd−1 of F ex of our approximate theory deviate from
the Ising model limit −ρd−1 ln 2 in the left panels of Fig.
2 is not a shortcoming of our finite-size RG approach
but should be attributed to the nonuniversal difference
between a fixed-length spin and a soft-spin model. Our
theory should be well applicable to the Casimir force of
the n = 1 universality class. Further studies should be
devoted, however, to the issue of a possible nonuniver-
sality of the low-temperature behavior of fex for n = 1.
MC studies of F ex for the d = 3 ϕ4 model [59] rather
than for the d = 3 Ising would be desirable.
The constant terms ∝ ρd−1 of F ex(−∞, ρ) do not con-
tribute to X which is in good overall agreement with the
MC data in the right panels of Fig. 2, except for the case
ρ = 1 well below Tc. The dotted and dot-dashed lines
in Figs. 2(a) and (b) represent the ε = 4 − d expansion
results [26, 28] in film geometry which agree well with the
MC data [37] for ρ≪ 1 above Tc but yield an unphysical
cusp-like behavior at Tc.
(ii) Case n > 1: For d > 2 a nontrivial prediction of
our theory is the logarithmic divergence of F ex− , with the
leading term for x˜→ −∞ for general n > 1
−[(n− 1)/2] ν(d− 2) ρd−1 ln(2|x˜|Q∗) (5.19)
as follows from (5.14). Such a logarithmic divergence
of F ex− was found previously [23] in the large-n limit.
Almost perfect agreement is found between our theory
for n = 2 and the MC data for the d = 3 XY model
[57] in Figs. 3(a), (c), and (g) in the low-temperature
regime x˜ . −5 where the logarithmic term dominates. It
is remarkable that the divergent term (5.19) agrees with
the logarithmic term of the exact result (per component)
(A.10) in the large-n limit where ν = (d− 2)−1, Q∗ = 1.
The divergence in the low-temperature limit for a finite
geometry is in contrast to the finite low-temperature limit
in film geometry (Sec. V.F).
For a slab geometry with ρ = 1/6 there is also excellent
overall agreement of our prediction of X(x˜, ρ) with the
MC data [17] for the d = 3 XY model as shown in Fig.
3(b). For larger values of ρ & 1/2, our curves of X for
n = 2 exhibit a local maximum slightly below Tc. Fur-
ther theoretical and MC studies are necessary in order to
clarify wether or not these local maxima are an artifact
of our approximation. Such local maxima below Tc do
not appear in the exact results of the large-n limit (Fig.
6, see also Figs. 3(b) and 4(b) of [23]).
We briefly comment on the comparison between theories
and MC data for n = 3 in Fig. 4. There are systematic
deviations of the MC data [15, 80] from our predictions
for ρ = 1/6 for all temperatures and from the theoretical
curves of [26, 28] for ρ = 0 above Tc. A similar discrep-
ancy exists for n = 2 between the MC data in Fig. 3 of
[15] and those in Fig. 6 of [17] for ρ = 1/6 . As noted in
[17], this discrepancy for n = 2 might be due to to the
uncertainty in the normalization factor for the vertical
scale of the MC data in [15]. We suspect that the same
uncertainty is the reason for the deviations of the n = 3
MC data [15] from the theoretical curves in Fig. 4.
An interesting feature in Fig. 3 is the prediction of the
change of sign of the low-temperature Casimir force from
attractive for ρ < 0.8567 to repulsive for ρ > 0.8567.
Analytically, this follows from (5.16) which implies that
the Casimir force scaling function has the following finite
low-temperature limit for finite n > 1 in a finite volume
X(−∞, ρ) = −[(n− 1)/2] ρd−1
[
1 + ρ ∂J0(0, ρ)/∂ρ
]
(5.20)
with J0(0, ρ) given by (4.29). The finite value (dashed
lines in the right panels of Fig. 3) reflects the effect of the
long-ranged fluctuations induced by the massless Gold-
stone modes corresponding to the long-ranged correla-
tions (3.49). From (5.20) we obtain the Casimir force
amplitude per component in the large-n limit in agree-
ment with the exact result (A.12). The result (5.20) dif-
fers from the Gaussian critical amplitudeXG(0, ρ), (A.3),
unlike the case of film geometry for n > 1 (Sec. V. F).
The amplitude (5.20) divided by n−1 is plotted for d = 3
in Fig. 5 (solid line). A vanishing of this amplitude for
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Scaling functions F ex(x˜, ρ) in left panels and X(x˜, ρ) in right panels in slab geometry for several aspect
ratios ρ as a function of x˜ = t(L/ξ0+)
1/ν for d = 3, n = 2. Solid lines: from (5.7) and (5.8). Dots: MC data for the d = 3
XY model from [57] in (a), (c), (g) and from [17] in (b). Horizontal dashed lines in right panels: finite low-temperature limit
X(−∞, ρ), (5.20). The solid lines in the left panels diverge toward −∞ for x˜→ −∞. Dotted, dot-dashed, and thin lines in (a)
and (b) for ρ = 0 from ε expansion [26, 28] and from vortex-loop renormalization [14], respectively.
general 1 < n ≤ ∞ in a slab geometry is predicted if
ρ ∂J0(0, ρ)/∂ρ = −1 (5.21)
is satisfied according to (5.20). This condition is exact in
the limit n → ∞ according to (A.12). The solid line in
Fig. 5 yields X(−∞, ρ0) = 0 at ρ0 = 0.8567 for general
n > 1 according to (5.21). For finite n, however, we
expect n-dependent corrections of O(u∗) to (5.14)- (5.16)
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Solid lines: Scaling functions (a) of the excess free energy density and (b) of the Casimir force in slab
geometry with ρ = 1/6 for d = 3, n = 3. Solid lines: from (5.7) and (5.8). Dotted and dot-dashed lines: ε expansion for ρ = 0 of
[26, 28]. MC data in (b) for the Heisenberg model from [15, 80]. Horizontal dashed line in (b) represents the low-temperature
limit X(−∞, 1/6) = −0.7375, (5.20), due to the Goldstone modes. The solid line in (a) diverges logarithmically toward −∞
for x˜→ −∞. The vertical scale of the MC data in (b) has been adjusted in [15], see text in the third paragraph after (5.19).
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Low-temperature Casimir amplitude
X(−∞, ρ) ≡ X0(ρ), divided by n − 1, for n > 1, d = 3 in
slab geometry as a function of the aspect ratio ρ. Solid line:
lowest-mode separation approach, (5.20). It yieldsX0(ρ0) = 0
at ρ0 = 0.8567 for n > 1 according to (5.21) and is exact in
the limit n → ∞ according to (A.12) for arbitrary ρ ≥ 0.
Dotted line: 1-loop perturbation theory, (B.10).
and (5.20) in a more complete theory. This can be tested
by MC simulations for ϕ4 and fixed-length spin models.
In a finite block geometry the condition (5.21) becomes∑d−1
β=1 ρβ ∂J0(0, {ρα})/∂ρβ = −1.
In Fig. 6 we show for several ρ how the low-temperature
amplitude (5.20) emerges for x˜ → −∞ from the scaling
function X(x˜, ρ)/(n− 1) for n = 2, 3 and from the exact
result Xˆ(xˆ, ρ), (A.9), in the large-n limit. For ρ = 1 our
theory predicts a vanishing Casimir force at t = 0 for
all n, see Fig. 6(d), as found previously for n = 1 [23,
37] and for n = ∞ [23], in agreement with the analytic
result for general n [37], except for the Gaussian model
(see Fig. 7(b) and App. A). One may suspect that the
unexpected nonmonotonic portions of the dashed curves
(n = 2) for ρ & 1/2 slightly below Tc in Fig. 6 are an
artifact of our approximation. In this context we note
that also for n = 1, ρ = 1 the MC data shown in Fig. 2
(h) exhibit a nonmonotonic behavior slightly below Tc.
Further studies are necessary in order to clarify this issue.
D. Analytic results at Tc
At Tc we obtain from (5.5a) -(5.8) for a slab geometry
X(0, ρ) = (d− 1)F (0, ρ)− ρ ∂F (0, ρ)/∂ρ, (5.22)
F (0, ρ) = ρd−1
×
{
− u∗ [ϑ2,n(0)]
2
[36
d
+ 144
(n− 1)
dε
( 1
3d/2
−
d
36
)]
+Wn(0) + (1/2)J0(l˜
2
c , ρ) + [(n− 1)/2)]J0(l˜
2
c/3, ρ)
+
n
2
ln
[ l˜2c [Γ(n/2)]2/n
24pi2 ϑ2,n(0)
]}
, (5.23)
l˜d/2c = 12u
∗1/2A
−1/2
d ϑ2,n(0) ρ
(d−1)/2, (5.24)
withWn(0) = − ln
[
(1/2)Γ(n/4)
]
and ϑ2,n(0) = Γ
(
(n+
2)/4
)
/Γ
(
n/4
)
. The amplitudes (5.22) and (5.23) are
compared in Fig. 7 for d = 3 with MC data for n = 1
[37] and with earlier predictions for n = 1 [23, 26, 28, 38].
The ρ-dependence at Tc for ρ & 0.2 is best described by
the earlier version of our theory for n = 1 [23] (dashed
lines in Fig. 7, for a discussion of this version see also
Sec. V. H and Fig. 11). Note that X(0, 1) vanishes for
n = 1, 2, 3,∞, as shown in Figs. 2 (h), 3 (h), 6 (d), 7 (b),
and 9, in agreement with the analytic proof of [37]; this
does not hold for the Gaussian model [dotted line in Fig.
7(b)], as explained in App. A.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Casimir force scaling function X di-
vided by n − 1 for n = 2, 3 and Xˆ for n = ∞ in slab ge-
ometry for d = 3 as a function of the scaling variables x˜,
(1.3), and xˆ, (6.11), respectively, for several ρ. Solid line:
exact result Xˆ(xˆ, ρ), (A.9). Dashed and dot-dashed lines for
n = 2, 3: Xˆ(x˜, ρ)/(n − 1) of the lowest-mode separation ap-
proach from (5.7) and (5.8)(compare Figs. 3 and 4). All lines
have the same low-temperature limit (5.20) and (A.12) for
each ρ. For ρ = 0.8567, the low-temperature amplitudes van-
ish for 1 < n ≤ ∞, see Fig. 5. For ρ = 1, the amplitudes at
t = 0 vanish for 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Amplitude at Tc of (a) the free energy
density and (b) the Casimir force for d = 3, n = 1 in slab
geometry as a function of ρ. Solid lines: from (5.23) and
(5.22). Dashed lines: from Eqs. (5.1) and (5.10) of [23]. Both
dashed and solid lines in (b) yield X = 0 for ρ = 1. Square,
diamond, and triangel for ρ = 0 in (b): from ε expansion
[26, 28] and functional RG [38]. Dots: MC data of Table
I of [37]. Dotted line: Gaussian model, (A.3), and 1-loop
perturbation theory, (B.8).
E. Analytic results above Tc
For general n, Eq. (5.7) yields the leading behavior for
large x˜ in a slab geometry (App. C)
F ex+ (x˜, ρ) ≈ (n/2) G0
(
(x˜ Q∗)2ν , ρ
)
+ u∗ν [−3n2 + 6nB(u∗)] ρd−1 , (5.25)
X+(x˜, ρ) ≈
−
n
2
ρd−1
{
2 +
[ x˜
ν
∂
∂x˜
+ ρ
∂
∂ρ
]
J0
(
(x˜ Q∗)2ν , ρ
)}
. (5.26)
As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, these results are in good
agreement with the available MC data for n = 1, 2 well
above Tc. The functions G0 and X+ go exponentially to
zero for x˜ → ∞. On the basis of 1-loop perturbation
theory (App. B) and of the exact result for n = ∞
(App. A) one expects F ex+ to decay to zero for large x˜
rather than to a (small) finite constant of O(u∗). This
constant in (5.25) comes from the algebraic decay∝ ny˜−1
of ϑ2,n(y˜) in (4.63a). Because of the smallness of u
∗ for
n = 1, 2, 3 it is not visible in Figs. 2-4 but becomes of
O(ρd−1) in the large-n limit (Sec. V.G). We expect that
in a more complete calculation well above Tc including
all terms up to O(u∗) the finite constant in (5.25) will
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be canceled and the exponential decay of the function
F ex+ to zero for x˜ → ∞ will be confirmed. The constant
∝ ρd−1 does not contribute toX+. Eq. (5.26) agrees with
ordinary perturbation theory in one-loop order, (B.7),
together with Q∗ = 1 +O(u∗2).
In the scaling results (5.25) and (5.26) there is no depen-
dence on the lattice constant a˜. This is, however, not
valid for sufficiently large L/ξ+ or sufficiently large x˜ at
fixed ρα corresponding to a calculation of ∆(r, {Lα}),
(4.15), for the case rL2α ≫ 1. It has been shown
[23, 40, 45, 61] that there exists a violation of univer-
sality and finite-size scaling in an ”exponential regime”
where the scaling functions are exponentially small and
where an explicit dependence on a˜ exists at any finite
ξ+ <∞ with ξ+/a˜≫ 1, i.e., even arbitrarily close to Tc.
In this regime (compare Fig.2 of [23]), the exponential
(”true”) bulk correlation length (mentioned in Sec. III.
C) in the direction of one of the cubic axes [40, 67, 68]
ξe = (a˜/2) {arsinh [a˜/(2ξ+)]}
−1
must be employed. (The
latter expression is a one-loop result for finite n and is
exact for n → ∞ [68].) For the case of a block geome-
try and for a nearest-neighbor interaction, this regime is
characterized by Lα & 24(ξ+)
3/a˜2, α = 1, ..., d. Similar
remarks apply to the exponential tail of X−, (5.16), for
n = 1 below Tc [23], and to the scaling functions above Tc
in film geometry (Sec. V.F) and in the large-n limit. In
Sec. X of [40] it was shown that nonuniversal nonscaling
finite-size effects on the excess free energy density exist in
an exponential regime even in fully isotropic continuum
systems as described by the isotropic ϕ4 field theory.
F. Film limit
We consider the ∞d−1 × L film geometry as the limit
L‖ → ∞ of a finite (L
d−1
‖ × L) slab geometry at fixed
L. A film critical point exists at a finite temperature
0 < Tc,film(L) < Tc below the bulk critical temperature
Tc = limL→∞ Tc,film(L) for n = 1, d > 2, for n = 2, d ≥ 3,
and for n > 2, d > 3. For n = 2, d = 3, this is a
Kosterlitz-Thouless transition. No finite Tc,film(L) ex-
ists for n > 2 in d ≤ 3 dimensions. Our theory does not
capture an L dependent shift of the film critical temper-
ature since the flow parameters l+ and l−, as determined
by (4.79), (4.80), (5.4), and (5.9), vanish at the same tem-
perature Tc for both the bulk and film system. Similarly,
no such a shift was captured in the earlier analytic cal-
culations [14, 26, 28] for film geometry with periodic BC.
To perform the film limit we start from (5.7) together
with the substitutions (4.25)-(4.29) as well as with the
result (4.68) in the large-volume limit. In addition we
need the following film limit of the function J0 together
with ρK(ρ2z)→ (pi/z)1/2 for ρ→ 0 at fixed L for d > 1,
lim
ρ→0
V −1J0(x, ρ) = L
−d G0,film(x), (5.27)
G0,film(x) = G0(x, 0) =
∫ ∞
0
dy
y
exp
(
−
xy
4pi2
)
× (pi/y)(d−1)/2
[
(pi/y)1/2 − K(y)
]
. (5.28)
This leads to the scaling forms of the excess free energy
density fex,±film (t, L) = L
−dF ex,±film (x˜) and of the Casimir
force F±Cas,film(t, L) = L
−dX±film(x˜) of the film system
F ex,+film (x˜) = (n/2) G0,film
(
Q∗2ν x˜2ν
)
, (5.29)
F ex,−film (x˜) =
(1/2) G0,film
(
Q∗2ν |2x˜|2ν
)
+ [(n− 1)/2] G0,film
(
0
)
, (5.30)
X±film(x˜) = (d− 1)F
ex,±
film (x˜)−
x˜
ν
∂F ex±film(x˜)
∂x˜
, (5.31)
above (+) and below (−) Tc with the scaling variable x˜,
(1.3). The same results can be derived by renormalized
one-loop perturbation theory [58]. Apart from the factor
Q∗ = 1 + O(u∗2), Eq. (5.29) agrees with Eq. (7.5) of
[45]. For x˜ = 0 we have
G0,film(0) = G0(0, 0) = −2 pi
−d/2Γ(d/2)ζ(d) (5.32)
according to Eq. (4.6a) of [45] and Eq. (5.7) of [26] (up
to a sign misprint there). Although (5.28)-(5.32) remain
finite in the formal limit d→ 2, they do not yield reliable
results for d = 2, as expected. In particular they do not
reproduce the exact results obtained for the d = 2 Ising
model in a (∞× L) strip geometry [36].
In Fig. 8 our results are compared for d = 3 with MC
data [18, 37] and with earlier theories [14, 26, 28, 38].
All theoretical curves show cusp-like non-analyticities at
x˜ = 0 for finite L which can be interpreted as the sig-
nature of an unrenormalized film singularity at an un-
shifted film transition temperature. Apart from this
shortcoming, our theory is in reasonable agreement with
the MC data away from Tc. Our amplitudes at Tc are
slightly closer to the result of the functional renormaliza-
tion group [38] than the amplitudes predicted by the ε ex-
pansion [26, 28]. The derivation of the simple form of our
results (5.29) -(5.31) requires considerably less computa-
tional effort both above and below Tc than the derivation
of the more complicated higher-loop ε expansion results
above Tc [26, 28]. This is an advantage of using the mini-
mal subtraction approach at fixed dimension. The result
of the vortex-loop RG technique [14] [double-dot-dashed
lines in Figs. 8(c) and (d)] is far from the data. It yields
vanishing scaling functions for x˜→ −∞ since it neglects
the dominant influence of the Goldstone modes [44].
We add the following comments. (i) In the low-
temperature limit x˜ → −∞, the longitudinal part of
(5.30) decays exponentially (compare Eq. (4.7) of [45]),
thus F ex,−film (x˜) and X
−
film(x˜) vanish exponentially for n =
1 in the low-temperature limit, in agreement with the MC
data. For n > 1, however, the Goldstone modes yield a
finite amplitudeX−film(−∞) = (d−1)F
ex,−
film (−∞) which is
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Scaling functions F exfilm(x˜) and Xfilm(x˜) in a d = 3 film (∞
2 × L) geometry (ρ = 0) as a function of
x˜ = t(L/ξ0+)
1/ν for n = 1 and n = 2. Thick solid lines from (5.29)-(5.31). MC data in (a) and (b) for the d = 3 Ising model
from [37] for ρ = 1/16 (Fig.3 L=16) and in (c) and (d) for the d = 3 XY model from [18] for ρ = 0.01. ε expansion results for
ρ = 0 from [26] (dotted lines) and [28] (dot-dashed lines). Double-dot-dashed lines in (c) and (d): vortex-loop renormalization
[14]. Dashed lines in (c) and (d) from (5.33) with G0,film(0) = − ζ(3)/pi. Triangels in (b) and (d) from functional RG [38].
similar to the Gaussian critical amplitudeXGfilm(0), (A.6),
X−film(−∞)
n− 1
=
XGfilm(0)
n
=
d− 1
2
G0,film(0) (5.33)
[dashed line in Fig. 8(d)]. A corresponding relation holds
for F ex,−film (−∞)/(n − 1) = G0,film(0)/2. From (5.33) we
obtain the amplitude per component in the large-n limit
in agreement with the exact result (6.16) for d ≤ 3.
(ii) Near Tc the functions F
ex,±
film and X
±
film have cusp-like
shapes which arise from the small-x behavior
G0,film(x) = −ζ(3)/pi − [x(ln x− 1)]/(4pi) +O(x
3/2) (5.34)
for d = 3, x > 0 (compare Eq. (4.4a) of [45]). Similar
to earlier theories [14, 26, 28], this does not correctly de-
scribe the film critical behavior at the (shifted) film tran-
sition where F ex,−film and X
−
film should display only weak
singularities for n = 1 and n = 2 [17]. The latter singu-
larities are not detected by the smooth MC data in Fig.
8 at finite ρ = 1/16 and ρ = 0.01 (see also Figs. 6 and
13 of [17] at ρ = 1/6). A further shortcoming of (5.29)-
(5.31) and of earlier theories [26, 28] is the prediction of a
singularity of the film system at Tc even for n > 2, d ≤ 3
although in this case there should be no film transition
at all at a finite temperature. Such problems are circum-
vented in our lowest-mode separation approach for finite
geometries where no artificial singularities are present.
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Casimir amplitude at Tc for n = ∞,
d = 3 as a function of the aspect ratio ρ. Solid line: exact
result (A.9) with xˆ = 0. Dashed line: Xinf (0, ρ) of the lowest-
mode separation approach, (5.43). Both lines coincide at ρ =
0.209 and yield a vanishing amplitude at ρ = 1. Compare
Fig. 5(b) in [23] and Fig. 7(b) of this paper.
G. Large-n limit
In Figs. 9 and 10 we compare for d = 3 the large-n limit
Xinf (xˆ, ρ) = limn→∞X(x˜, ρ)/n of the result X(x˜, ρ)
of our lowest-mode separation approach (dashed lines)
with the exact result Xˆ(xˆ, ρ), (A.9) (solid lines), with
xˆ given by (6.11). As shown in Fig. 9, there is ex-
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Casimir force scaling function for
n = ∞, d = 3 as a function of xˆ = t(L/ξ0)
d−2 in film ge-
ometry (ρ = 0) and in slab geometries with ρ = 1/6, 1/4.
Solid lines: exact theory, (A.9). Dashed lines: Xinf (xˆ, ρ) of
the lowest-mode separation approach derived from (5.39) and
(5.35). For each ρ, the solid and dashed lines have the same
low-temperature limit (A.12) and (6.16).
act agreement at Tc between Xinf (0, ρ) and Xˆ(0, ρ) for
ρ = 0.209 and ρ = 1 and good agreement for other val-
ues of ρ in the range 0.1 . ρ . 1.2. In Fig. 10 the
scaling functions are shown in the range −8 ≤ xˆ ≤ 8.
For ρ = 1/6, 1/4, excellent agreement is found in the
whole temperature region. The agreement deteriorates
for larger values of ρ & 1/2. In the high- and low-
temperature limits, however, exact agreement is found
for all ρ ≥ 0, i.e., Xinf (∞, ρ) = Xˆ(∞, ρ) = 0 and
Xinf (−∞, ρ) = Xˆ(−∞, ρ), (A.12). The dashed line in
Fig. 10 (a) for ρ = 0 (film geometry) follows from
F exinf (xˆ, 0) =
{
(1/2) G0,film(xˆ
2/(d−2)), xˆ > 0,
(1/2) G0,film(0), xˆ < 0,
(5.35)
where F exinf (xˆ, ρ) = limn→∞[F (x˜, ρ) − F
±
b (x˜)]/n. Eq.
(5.35) follows from (5.29) and (5.30) in the large-n limit.
Below we present the derivation of the results for ρ > 0
shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
An important role is played by the function ϑ2,n(y),
(4.56). The large-n limit of this function is given by Eq.
(A6) of [51] for −∞ ≤ z ≤ ∞
lim
n→∞
n−1/2ϑ2,n(n
1/2z) = g(z), (5.36a)
g(z) = [z/2 + (4 + z2/4)1/2]
−1
. (5.36b)
According to (5.5a) and (5.5b), the scaling function of the
flow parameter l˜∞(xˆ, ρ) = limn→∞ l˜(x˜, ρ) and the scaling
function z(xˆ, ρ) = limn→∞ y˜(x˜, ρ)/n
1/2 are determined
implicitly by
z + 12 g(z) =
[
l˜d∞Ad ρ
1−d4/ε
]1/2
, (5.37a)
z = xˆ
[
l˜ε∞Ad ρ
1−d4/ε
]1/2
. (5.37b)
Here we have employed the fixed point values given after
(3.46), and the ratio of critical exponents limn→∞ α/ν =
−ε. The scaling function (5.6) has a finite limit
lT∞(xˆ, ρ) = limn→∞ lT(x˜,ρ),
lT∞(xˆ, ρ) = l˜∞(xˆ, ρ)
2 f(z), (5.38a)
f(z) = 1− 8/[12 + z/g(z)], (5.38b)
with z = z(xˆ, ρ). From (5.7), (2.19), (3.56), and (3.57)
we then find
F exinf (xˆ, ρ) = l˜
d
∞
Ad
ε
[f(z)2
4
−
f(z)d/2
d
]
+ ρd−1
{1
2
J0(lT∞, ρ) +
1
2
ln
[ l˜ε/2∞ ε1/2ρ(d−1)/2
4pi2A
1/2
d
]
−
1
4
+
1
2
∫ z
0
dz′ g(z′)
}
− A±b (xˆ) (5.39)
with z = z(xˆ, ρ) where the bulk part A±b (xˆ) =
limn→∞(1/n)F
±
b (x˜) is
A±b (xˆ) =
{
Qˆ+1 xˆ
d/(d−2) for T > Tc,
Qˆ−1 (−xˆ)
d/(d−2) for T < Tc,
(5.40)
Qˆ+1 = − Ad/(4d) , (5.41a)
Qˆ−1 = − 2
d/(d−2)Ad/(16ε). (5.41b)
In deriving (5.39) we have used the integral representa-
tion (4.67) of Wn(y˜) in the form
Wn(n
1/2z)
n
=
Wn(0)
n
+
1
2
∫ z
0
dz′
ϑ2,n(n
1/2z′)
n1/2
(5.42)
together with (5.36a). Employing (4.22) we find from
(5.39) the amplitudes at T = Tc
Xinf (0, ρ) = (d− 1)F
ex
inf (0, ρ)− ρ ∂F
ex
inf (0, ρ)/∂ρ, (5.43)
F exinf (0, ρ) = − 3
ε/2 ρd−1/d + (1/2) G0(l˜
2
c∞/3, ρ),(5.44)
l˜c∞ = lim
n→∞
l˜c =
[
9εA−1d ρ
d−1
]1/d
, (5.45)
where G0(x, ρ) is defined in (4.28). For ρ→ 0, Eq. (5.39)
yields the same result as (5.35).
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We note the following shortcomings of our approximate
result (5.39)-(5.41). (i) For xˆ → −∞, F exinf diverges log-
arithmically in agreement with the exact result (A.10),
where, however, the subleading constant C∞, (A.11), is
replaced by Cinf = C∞−3ρ
d−1ε/[8(d−2)] , as follows from
the constant term ρd−1cn/n of (5.14) in the large-n limit.
(ii) For xˆ→∞, F exinf has a finite limit −3ρ
d−1ε/[4(d−2)],
as follows from the constant term in (5.25) in the large-n
limit, whereas the exact result Fˆ ex,+ vanishes for xˆ→∞
[23]. The finite constants∝ ρd−1 mentioned above do not
contribute to the scaling function Xinf of the Casimir
force, as noted above and in [23]. These constants are
the consequence of the algebraic (rather than exponen-
tial) z dependence of the function g(z) for large |z|, sim-
ilar to the effect of the algebraic y dependence of ϑ2,n(y)
for large |y|, n 6= 2, discussed above. (iii) In the range
0.15 . ρ . 0.4, the ρ-dependence of F exinf (0, ρ), (5.44),
agrees well with the exact result Fˆ (0, ρ) at Tc given by
(A.8), but the agreement deteriorates for larger ρ. (iv)
The bulk amplitudes (5.41) differ appreciably from the
exact bulk values in the large-n limit given in (6.14).
H. Comparison with earlier results
For the case n = 1, an expansion of was made in [22, 23,
40] of the longitudinal higher-mode contribution Γ˚L(Φ
2),
(4.36), around the (unrenormalize) lowest-mode average
ofΦ2. On the level of the renormalized theory this means
that the longitudinal part ΓL(Φ
2), (4.48), was expanded
up to second order in Φ2 −M2,
ΓL(Φ
2) = ΓL(M
2) + C
(1)
L (Φ
2 −M2)
+ (1/2) C
(2)
L (Φ
2 −M2)
2
+O
[
(Φ2 −M2)
3]
, (5.46a)
C
(1)
L =
[
∂ΓL(Φ
2)/∂Φ2
]
Φ2=M2
, (5.46b)
C
(2)
L =
[
∂2ΓL(Φ
2)/∂2Φ2
]
Φ2=M2
. (5.46c)
The contributions ∝ C
(1)
L and ∝ C
(2)
L lead to terms in
Eqs. (4.55) of [23] and (6.10) of [40] which do not appear
in our Eq. (5.7).
In the central finite-size regime near Tc, which was of pri-
mary interest in [22, 23, 40], good agreement was indeed
found between Eq. (4.55) of [23], Eq. (6.12) of [40], and
various MC data of the d = 3 Ising model [17, 37, 56, 81].
(Note that our function J0 differs from the function J0
used in [23, 40]. The relations between these functions
are given in App. A of [58].) The good agreement at
Tc is confirmed also in our Fig. 7 (dashed lines). It was
noted in [23], however, that significant deviations from
MC data existed well below Tc and small but systematic
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Scaling functions F ex(x˜, ρ) and
X(x˜, ρ) in slab geometry for ρ = 1/4 as a function of
x˜ = t(L/ξ0+)
1/ν for n = 1, d = 3. Solid lines from (5.7)
and (5.8). Dashed lines from Eq. (4.55) of [23], compare Fig.
9 of [23]. MC data for the Ising model from [37]. Dotted lines:
1-loop perturbation theory, (B.6)-(B.11).
deviations well above Tc. For this reason separate per-
turbation calculations were performed in [23] outside the
central finite-size regime which complemented the results
of the lowest-mode separation approach.
The disadvantage of the expansion (5.46a) is that it intro-
duces several terms in the low-temperature region that
are incomplete in the sense of a systematic expansion
in powers of u∗. This leads to a temperature depen-
dence well below Tc that is not quantitatively reliable for
x˜ . −2, as shown for the example ρ = 1/4 by the dashed
lines in Fig. 11. Our simpler approximation made in
(4.58) avoids such unsystematic terms of higher order in
u∗, except for the term of O(u∗) in (5.25).
As far as the transverse higher-mode contribution is con-
cerned, one may consider to make a second-order expan-
sion of ΓT(Φ
2) around M2 similar to that in (5.46a).
This is inappropriate, however, because of the divergence
of the coefficient C
(2)
T in the bulk limit V →∞ not only
for T → Tc but also for arbitrary T < Tc. This Gold-
stone divergence originates from the vanishing of r¯T in
the bulk limit for any T < Tc according to (4.80). On
the other hand, the quantity ΓT(Φ
2) should remain finite
and well behaved in the bulk limit of an exact theory be-
low Tc (in contrast to the true Goldstone divergencies
of the longitudinal and transverse bulk susceptibilities).
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Similar spurious Goldstone singularities are known from
bulk perturbation theory for general n below Tc at van-
ishing external field [9–11]. As shown up to 4-loop order
[9–11], this problem can be solved satisfactorily within a
RG perturbation theory at finite h where the limit h→ 0
is taken at the end of the calculation; then all spurious
Goldstone divergencies cancel among themselves. Per-
forming such a project within finite-size theory is beyond
the scope of this paper.
An alternative approach of treating finite-size effects in
the presence of both Goldstone and critical modes has
been presented in [46]. It is not straightforward to ex-
tend this approach to the free energy because the effec-
tive Hamiltonian of [46] would require new higher-order
additive renormalizations. It seems possible, however, to
restrict the calculation to f ex and FCas which would re-
quire only multiplicative renormalizations. This would
be an interesting project.
VI. DIMENSIONAL CROSSOVER IN THE
LARGE-n LIMIT: EXACT RESULTS FOR d > 3
Exact results for the free energy and Casimir force in an
∞d−1×L film geometry with periodic BC in the large-n
limit have been presented for d ≤ 3 [19, 21, 23] where no
finite film transition temperature Tcf(L) exists. Here we
extend the analysis to 3 < d < 4. This is of conceptional
interest since an exact description can be given for the
dimensional crossover from the d dimensional transition
at bulk Tc to the d− 1 dimensional transition at the film
critical temperature 0 < Tcf (L) < Tc for d > 3.
Starting point are Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3) of [23] for slab geome-
try where we take the film limit ρ = L/L‖ → 0 at fixed L
corresponding to V −1
∑
k → L
−1
∑
p
∫
q
with k ≡ (q, p).
Here
∫
q
is a (d − 1) dimensional integral [see (3.4)], and
the sum
∑
p runs over p = 2pim/L,m = 0,±1,±2, ... up
to ±pi/a˜. The resulting film free energy density per com-
ponent ffilm can be decomposed into a non-singular bulk
part fˆb,ns(t) and a film part fˆfilm(t, L),
ffilm(t, L) = fˆb,ns(t) + fˆfilm(t, L), (6.1)
fˆb,ns(t) = −
ln(2pi)
2a˜d
−
r20
16u0n
+
1
2
∫
k
ln{[δK̂(k)]a˜2},(6.2)
fˆfilm(t, L) =
(r0 − r0c)χˆ
−1
f
8u0n
−
χˆ−2f
16u0n
+(1/2) Î3(χˆ
−1
f ) + (1/2) ∆film(χˆ
−1
f , L), (6.3)
χˆf (t, L)
−1 = r0 − r0c + 4u0n
∂
∂χˆ−1f
Î3(χˆ
−1
f )
+ 4u0n∂ ∆film(χˆ
−1
f , L)/∂(χˆ
−1
f ), (6.4)
∆film(r, L) = L
−1
∑
p
∫
q
ln{[r + δK̂(q, p)]a˜2}
−
∫
k
ln{[r + δK̂(k)]a˜2}. (6.5)
For Î3 see (3.5d) and (3.6). For r0 − r0c ≤ 0, both bulk
quantities χˆ−1b = limL→∞ χˆ
−1
f and fˆb,s = limL→∞ fˆfilm
vanish. This holds for arbitrarily large negative r0 − r0c
including the low-temperature limit r0 − r0c → −∞.
The vanishing of χˆ−1b is the characteristic of the massless
Goldstone modes that are the origin of long-range cor-
relations and the non-vanishing Casimir force for all T
below Tc. For finite but large L, χˆ
−1
f is small not only in
the critical region but also in the entire low-temperature
region T ≤ Tc. For L/a˜≫ 1, a˜
2χˆ−1f ≪ 1, L
2χˆ−1f . O(1)
we obtain (see App. A of [58] and Eq. (3.11) of [23])
∆film(χˆ
−1
f , L) = L
−d G0,film
(
χˆ−1f L
2
)
, (6.6)
∂ ∆film(r, L)/∂r = −L
2−d G1,film(rL
2), (6.7)
G1,film(z) = −∂G0,film(z)/∂z, (6.8)
where G0,film is defined by (5.28) which is identical with
2I
(p)
d (z) defined in Eq. (4.2a) of [45]. It is finite for z ≥ 0
in d > 1 dimensions. For small χˆ−1f the terms ∝ χˆ
−2
f
in (6.3) and χˆ−1f in (6.4) are negligible. The remaining
terms can be expressed in terms of Pf = Lχˆf (t, L)
−1/2
and Fˆfilm = L
dfˆfilm(t, L) for 2 < d < 4 as
Fˆfilm =
Ad
2ε
[
xˆP 2f −
2
d
P df
]
+
1
2
G0,film(P
2
f ),(6.9)
P d−2f = xˆ − (ε/Ad) G1,film(P
2
f ), (6.10)
xˆ = t(L/ξ0)
1/ν∞ , ν∞ = (d− 2)
−1, (6.11)
ξ0 = [4u0nAd/(a0ε)]
ν∞ . (6.12)
In the bulk limit we obtain χˆf → χˆb, Fˆfilm → Fˆb∞ =
Ldfˆb,s for 2 < d < 4,
χˆb =
{
ξ20t
−γ∞ for T & Tc ,
∞ for T ≤ Tc ,
(6.13)
Fˆb∞(xˆ) =
{
Y∞xˆ
dν∞ for T & Tc ,
0 for T ≤ Tc ,
(6.14)
where γ∞ = 2ν∞ = 2/(d−2), Y∞ = (d−2)Ad/(2dε). The
Casimir force scaling function Xˆfilm = −L
d∂[Lfˆexfilm]/∂L
with fˆexfilm = fˆfilm− fˆb,s is obtained from (6.9), (6.10), and
(6.14) as
Xˆfilm(xˆ) = Fˆb∞(xˆ) + [(d− 1)/2]G0,film(P
2
f )
+ (Ad/ε)
[
(1/2)xˆP 2f − (d− 1)P
d
f /d
]
(6.15)
The condition for film criticality is χˆf (t, L)
−1 → 0 at
finite L corresponding to Pf → 0. For d ≤ 3, Pf is
finite for −∞ < xˆ < ∞, and Pf → 0 for xˆ → −∞ since
G1,film(P
2
f ) diverges for Pf → 0. This implies that no
film transition exists at a finite value of xˆ, and Xˆfilm(xˆ)
is an analytic function of xˆ for −∞ < xˆ < 0 with the
finite low-temperature amplitude
Xˆfilm(−∞) = [(d− 1)/2] G0,film(0). (6.16)
Thus, for the ϕ4 model with periodic BC in the large-n
limit for d ≤ 3, the finite-size scaling regime below Tc is
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not limited by non-scaling effects. This is in contrast to
the case of free BC in film geometry where recent numer-
ical and analytic studies of several models [24, 25] in the
(d = 3, n = ∞) universality class do not unambiguously
answer the question concerning the possible existence of
a nonscaling regime for the Casimir force far below Tc.
For d > 3, G1,film(P
2
f ) has a finite limit
G1,film(0) = −(1/2)pi
d/2Γ
[
(d− 2)/2
]
ζ(d− 2) (6.17)
for Pf → 0. This implies that Pf is finite only in the
range xˆ∗ < xˆ <∞, with Pf → 0 for xˆ→ xˆ
∗ where (6.10)
yields the finite negative value
x∗ = (ε/Ad) G1,film(0) < 0 (6.18)
of the scaling variable (6.11) for 3 < d < 4, corresponding
to the fractional shift
tcf = [Tcf(L)− Tc]/Tc = x
∗(L/ξ0)
−1/ν∞ < 0 (6.19)
of the film critical temperature. For d > 3 and t ≥ tcf it
is appropriate to rewrite (6.10) as
P d−2f = xˆ − x
∗ − (ε/Ad) H(P
2
f ), (6.20)
H(z) = G1,film(z)− G1,film(0)
=
1
4pi2
∫ ∞
0
dy
[
exp
(
−
zy
4pi2
)
− 1
](pi
y
)(d−1)/2
×
{
(pi/y)1/2 − K(y)
}
. (6.21)
Now (6.20) and (6.9) determine Pf and Fˆfilm as functions
of xˆ − x∗ ∝ T − Tcf ≥ 0 and provide an exact descrip-
tion of the crossover from well above bulk Tc to the film
critical region near Tcf (L) at finite L below Tc including
the bulk critical behavior for T ≈ Tc, L → ∞. This cor-
responds to the change from Pf ≫ 1 over Pf = Pc > 0
to Pf = 0. The value of Pc at bulk Tc is determined
implicitly by (6.10) for xˆ = 0,
P d−2c = − (ε/Ad) G1,film(P
2
c ). (6.22)
For d > 3, the susceptibility diverges at Tcf(L) and
remains infinite for T < Tcf where a finite order pa-
rameter exists in analogy to the bulk case below Tc for
d > 2 [82]. In the following we derive the susceptibil-
ity χˆf (t, L) = L
2P−2f and the film part Fˆfilm of the free
energy density near Tcf(L). For small P
2
f ≪ 1 we have
from (6.8) and from Eq. (4.3a) of [45] for d > 3
H(P 2f ) = (5− d)
−1Ad−1 P
d−3
f +O(P
d−2
f ). (6.23)
From (6.20) we then obtain for P 2f ≪ 1
χˆf =
{
χˆ0∞L
2(xˆ− x∗)−γ
∗
for T & Tcf ,
∞ for T ≤ Tcf ,
(6.24)
with χˆ0∞ =
{
εAd−1/[(5 − d)Ad]
}γ∗
, and (6.9) yields
Fˆfilm = (1/2)G0,film(0) + Fˆfilm,s with the singular film
part
Fˆfilm,s =
{
Fˆf∞ (xˆ− x
∗)(d−1)ν
∗
for T & Tcf ,
0 for T ≤ Tcf ,
(6.25)
where Fˆf∞ = [Ad/(2ε)]χˆ
−1
0∞. The critical exponents
ν∗ = (d− 3)−1, γ∗ = 2ν∗ = 2/(d− 3) (6.26)
at the film transition are indeed identical with the bulk
critical exponents of a (d − 1)-dimensional system for
n =∞, as expected on general grounds. Two-scale-factor
universality for isotropic systems implies that x∗, (6.18),
is a universal quantity.
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Appendix A: Exact results for the Gaussian model
and in the large-n limit
The following results are valid for systems with the
isotropic interaction (2.14). They follow from the re-
sults for weakly anisotropic systems derived in [58]. First
we consider the Gaussian model, i.e., (2.13) with u0 =
0,h = 0, r0 = a0t ≥ 0, r0c = 0. The Gaussian bulk corre-
lation length is ξG = r
−1/2
0 = ξ0Gt
−νG , ξ0G = a
−νG
0 with
νG = 1/2. The scaling functions of the excess free energy
density and the Casimir force in slab geometry are
FG,ex(x˜G, ρ) = (n/2)G0(x˜G, ρ), (A.1)
XG(x˜G, ρ) = −(n/2) ρ
d−1
×
{
2 +
[
(x˜G/νG)∂/∂x˜G + ρ∂/∂ρ
]
J0(x˜G, ρ)
}
, (A.2)
with the scaling variable x˜G = t(L/ξ0G)
1/νG where G0
and J0 are defined by (4.28) and (4.29). This yields the
finite Gaussian Casimir amplitude in slab geometry
XG(0, ρ) = −(n/2) ρd−1
[
2 + ρ ∂J0(0, ρ)/∂ρ
]
. (A.3)
The corresponding results for film geometry are
FG,exfilm (x˜G) = (n/2) G0,film
(
x˜G
)
, (A.4)
XGfilm(x˜G) = (d− 1)F
G,ex
film (x˜G)
− (x˜G/νG) ∂F
G,ex
film (x˜G)/∂x˜G, (A.5)
XGfilm(0) = (d− 1) (n/2) G0,film(0), (A.6)
with G0,film given by (5.28). X
G
film(0)/n is identical with
the exact low-temperature amplitude (6.16) for n→∞.
An analytic proof was given in [37] that the Casimir am-
plitude at Tc vanishes in cubic systems (ρ = 1, d = 3).
This proof, however, is not valid for the Gaussian model
which yields the finite result (A.3) for general ρ includ-
ing ρ = 1 (see Fig. 7(b), dotted line). The reason is a
logarithmic divergence of FG,ex(x˜G, 1), (A.1), with
G0(x˜G, 1) ≈ ln[x˜G/(4pi
2)] + J0(0, 1), (A.7)
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for x˜G → 0, see (4.22). Thus x˜G∂F
G,ex(x˜G, 1))/∂x˜G
(corresponding to x∂Θ(x, 1)/∂x in Eq. (20) of [37] ) does
not vanish for x˜G → 0, and Eq. (22) of [37] is not valid
for the Gaussian model.
Next we consider the scaling functions Fˆ = limn→∞ F/n
and Xˆ = limn→∞X/n of the free energy density and
the Casimir force per component, respectively, of the ϕ4
model in the large-n limit in slab geometry,
Fˆ (xˆ, ρ) =
Ad
2ε
[
xˆP 2 −
2
d
P d
]
+
1
2
G0(P
2, ρ), (A.8)
Xˆ(xˆ, ρ) = (Ad/ε)
{
(1/2)xˆP 2 − [(d− 1)/d]P d
}
+ Fˆb∞(xˆ)− (ρ
d/2) ∂J0(P
2, ρ)/∂ρ (A.9)
with the scaling variable (6.11). The function P (xˆ, ρ) is
determined by Eqs. (3.7)-(3.9) of [23]. The bulk part
Fˆb∞(xˆ) is given in (6.14). For xˆ → ∞, Fˆ
ex(xˆ, ρ) =
Fˆ (xˆ, ρ) − Fˆb∞(xˆ) vanishes exponentially [23]. For xˆ →
−∞, Fˆ (xˆ, ρ) has a logarithmic divergence [23]
Fˆ (xˆ, ρ) ≈ −(1/2) ρd−1 ln |2xˆ|+ C∞(ρ), (A.10)
C∞(ρ) =
ρd−1
2
{
− 1 + ln
[ ερd−1
2pi2Ad
]
+ J0(0, ρ)
}
(A.11)
where we have used (4.22), whereas Xˆ has a finite limit
for xˆ→ −∞,
Xˆ(−∞, ρ) = −(1/2) ρd−1[1 + ρ ∂J0(0, ρ)/∂ρ].(A.12)
Unlike the case of film geometry, the low-temperature
amplitude (A.12) for a slab geometry is not identical with
the Gaussian amplitude at Tc in the same geometry, di-
vided by n, as given in (A.3).
Appendix B: 1-loop perturbation theory
Ordinary perturbation theory for finite systems is based
on the decomposition
ϕj =Mmf + sj (B.1)
where Mmf = Mmf eh is the the bulk mean-field
order parameter. This approach improves the results
of the lowest-mode separation approach well above Tc
but suffers from serious shortcomings at and below Tc.
We consider only a finite slab geometry. For general
n below Tc it is necessary to work at finite external
field h = heh. Mmf(r0, h) is determined implicitly
by Mmf [r0 + 4u0M
2
mf ] = h. The nonanalyticity of
Mmf(r0, h) at r0 = 0, h = 0, implies that the ansatz
(B.1) introduces an artificial singularity at Tc where no
singularity should exist in a finite volume. We further
decompose sj into ”longitudinal” and ”transverse” parts
sj = sLj+sTj which are parallel and perpendicular with
respect to h and Mmf . Up to one-loop order the Gibbs
free energy density and excess free energy density are
f1−loop(t, h, L, ρ) =
1
2
r0M
2
mf + u0M
4
mf − hMmf
−n
ln(2pi)
2a˜d
+
1
2V
∑
k
ln{[rmfL + δK̂(k)]a˜
2}
+
n− 1
2V
∑
k
ln{[rmfT + δK̂(k)]a˜
2}+O(u0), (B.2)
f ex1−loop(t, h, L, ρ) = (1/2) ∆(r
mf
L , L, ρ)
+ (n− 1/2) ∆(rmfT , L, ρ) +O(u0), (B.3)
rmfL (t, h) = r0 + 12u0Mmf(r0, h)
2, (B.4)
rmfT (t, h) = r0 + 4u0Mmf (r0, h)
2, (B.5)
where ∆ is defined in (4.15). Because of the k = 0 terms,
the sums
∑
k exist only for r
mf
L > 0 and r
mf
T > 0. Thus,
for n > 1, f ex1−loop diverges for r0 < 0, h → 0 at finite
V where rmfT → 0 (whereas the bulk part of (B.2) re-
mains finite for h → 0, see Sec. III). It also diverges
for n ≥ 1, r0 = 0, h → 0. These singularities of the fi-
nite system are unphysical and are the consequence of
the inappropriate perturbation approach based on the
decomposition (B.1). The lowest-mode separation ap-
proach avoids these spurious singularities.
First we consider the case T > Tc at h = 0. The scal-
ing functions follow from the Gaussian results in App. A
combined with the renormalization parallel to that de-
scribed in Sec. X.A of [40] and Sec. VI.A of [23]. The
results read for x˜ > 0
F ex,+1−loop(x˜, ρ) = (n/2) G0(x˜
2ν , ρ), (B.6)
X+1−loop(x˜, ρ) = −(n/2)ρ
d−1
×
{
2 +
[
(x˜/ν)/∂/∂x˜+ ρ∂/∂ρ
]
J0(x˜
2ν , ρ)
}
(B.7)
where G0, J0, and x˜ are given by (4.28), (4.29), and (1.3).
We consider this as a reliable result well above Tc at the
one-loop level. It predicts an exponential approach of
f ex,+1−loop and X
+
1−loop to zero for large x˜. In the critical
limit x˜ → 0+, F
ex,+
1−loop at h = 0 has an unphysical loga-
rithmic divergence [see (4.22) and the dotted line in Fig.
11 (a)] which comes from the k = 0 terms in (B.3). This
divergence is canceled in the Casimir force which has a
finite amplitude at T = Tc
Xc,1−loop = −(n/2)ρ
d−1
[
2 + ρ∂J0(0, ρ)/∂ρ
]
(B.8)
as shown in Fig. 7 (b) as dotted line. It is identical with
the Gaussian resultXGc , (A.3), but differs from the result
(5.22) of the lowest-mode separation approach for ρ > 0.
Below Tc we find from (B.3), (4.16), (4.22) and (2.22) a
finite Casimir force scaling function for h→ 0,
X−1−loop(x˜, ρ) = −
ρd−1
2
{
2n+ (n− 1)ρ
∂
∂ρ
J0(0, ρ)
+
[
(x˜/ν)/∂/∂x˜+ ρ∂/∂ρ
]
J0(|2x˜|
2ν , ρ)
}
, (B.9)
with a finite low-temperature limit x˜→ −∞ for n > 1,
lim
x˜→−∞
X−1−loop = −
n− 1
2
ρd−1
[
2 + ρ
∂J0(0, ρ)
∂ρ
]
.(B.10)
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This differs from the result (5.20) of the lowest-mode sep-
aration approach and also, for n → ∞, from the exact
result (A.12) but agrees with these results for ρ → 0.
The result (B.10) is shown in Fig. 5 as dotted line. Us-
ing (4.22) we find that, in the critical limit x˜→ 0−, (B.9)
yields the same finite result as (B.8). Thus X1−loop is fi-
nite and continuous at Tc for general n ≥ 1 but has a
singularity at Tc [Fig. 11 (b)].
For n = 1 below Tc we have limh→0 f
ex,−
1−loop =
(1/2)∆(−2r0, L, ρ) with the scaling function
F ex,−1−loop(x˜, L, ρ) = (1/2)G0((2|x˜|)
2ν , ρ) (B.11)
which predicts an exponential approach of f ex,−1−loop to zero
for x˜ → −∞ [Fig. 11 (a)]. This is at variance with the
finite low-temperature result (5.17) of the lowest-mode
separation approach. The resolution of this discrepancy
is that, for n = 1, ordinary perturbation theory at fi-
nite volume does not capture the configurations of both
phases with positive and negative magnetization that ex-
ist at h = 0 below Tc, as noted in Sec. VI.B of [23].
The results (B.6)-(B.11) are shown as dotted lines in Fig.
11 for ρ = 1/4, d = 3. The thin line of Fig. 13 (a) of [23]
is part of the dotted line in our Fig. 11 (a) which diverges
for t → 0. The thin line of Fig. 14 (a) of [23] is part of
the dotted line in our Fig. 11 (b). The remark in [23]
that this line diverges for t→ 0 is not correct.
Appendix C: Scaling functions well away from Tc
We rewrite the function Wn(y), (4.66), as
Wn
(
y
)
= −(y2/16) + [(n− 2)/2] ln
(
4/(−y)
)
− ln
{∫ ∞
y/4
dt (1− 4t/y)(n−2)/2 exp(−t2)
}
, (C.1)
Wn(y) = − ln
{(2
y
)n/2 ∫ ∞
0
dt t(n−2)/2e−t−4t
2/y
}
(C.2)
for y < 0 and y > 0, respectively. For n = 2, Wn(y) can
be expressed in terms of the error function as
W2(y) = − ln
{
e−y
2/16 erfc(y/4)/(2pi1/2)
}
. (C.3)
In the following we derive (5.14) and (5.25) from (5.7).
Eqs. (5.5a) and (5.5b) yield the exact implicit relation
between y˜ and x˜ for general n
A−1d u
∗ρ¯ d−1y˜2 =
1
4
(2|x˜|Q∗)dν
|2y˜)|α
|y˜ + 12ϑ2,n(y˜)|α
. (C.4)
Employing (4.63b) we obtain for large negative x˜
y˜2 = Adρ¯
1−d(2|x˜|Q∗)dν/(4u∗) − 6(n− 2)α
+ O
(
(n− 2)|x˜|−dν
)
(C.5)
for n 6= 2. By means of (5.5a), the first term of (5.7)
should be written as
−Ad l˜
d/(4d) = −[u∗/(4d)]
[
y˜ + 12 ϑ2,n(y˜)
]2
ρ¯ d−1, (C.6)
and (4.63b) should be employed. This yields a contribu-
tion ∝ y˜2 that contains the bulk term ∝ 1/(4d) in (3.44).
The logarithmic term ∝ n/2 in (5.7) should be decom-
posed according to n/2 = 1/2 + (n − 1)/2. From (C.1)
we obtain the asymptotic form for −y˜ ≫ 1
Wn(y˜) ≈ −
y˜2
16
−
lnpi
2
−
n− 2
2
ln
(
−
y˜
4
)
(C.7)
for n 6= 2. For n = 2 there is only an exponential correc-
tion as seen from the asymptotic representation
W2
(
y˜
)
≈ −
y˜2
16
−
ln pi
2
−
2
pi1/2y˜
exp
(
−
y˜2
16
)
(C.8)
which follows from (C.3) using erfc(y/4) = 2 −
erfc(−y/4). For −y˜ ≫ 1 we may set l˜T = 0 in (5.7).
For large l˜ and slab geometry we use (4.22) in the form
J0(l˜
2, ρ) = − ln
[
l˜2/(4pi2)
]
+ ρ1−dG0(l˜
2, ρ) (C.9)
with l˜ ≈ l˜− = (2|x˜|Q
∗)ν . These steps lead to (5.14).
Eqs. (5.5a) and (5.5b) yield the exact representation of
the flow parameter l˜ =
{
|x˜|Q∗
[
1 + 12ϑ2,n(y˜)/y˜
]}ν
. For
y˜ ≫ 1 we employ the asymptotic form of ϑ2,n(y˜), (4.63a).
This leads to
l˜d = (x˜Q∗)dν + 12nu∗dνA−1d ρ¯
d−1 +O(x˜−dν), (C.10)
and the terms in the first curly brackets of (5.7) become
−Ad
[
n/(4d) + νB(u∗)/(2α)
]
(x˜Q∗)dν
+nu∗ν
[
− 3n+ 6B(u∗)
]
ρ¯ d−1 +O(x˜−dν). (C.11)
From (C.2) we obtain
Wn(y˜) = (n/2) ln(y˜/2)− ln
[
Γ(n/2)
]
+O(y˜−1), (C.12)
y˜ = (x˜Q∗)dν/2A
1/2
d u
∗−1/2ρ¯ (1−d)/2
[
1 +O(x˜−dν )
]
. (C.13)
For J0(l˜
2, ρ) and J0(l˜T , ρ) the same decomposition is
used as in (C.9), with l˜T = l˜
2[1 + O(x˜−dν)] and l˜ ≈
l˜+ = (x˜Q
∗)ν . These steps lead to (5.25).
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